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WILL

EAST LAS VEGAS,

NOT

BE ASKED TO
RESIGN
CHIEF EXECUTIVE
IN HIS OPINION

ADMITS THIS
IN CASE

OF FOOD EXPERT.
TROUBLE IN THE DEPARTMENT
NOVEMBER

MAY WITNESS THE
OR DISMISSAL

RESIGNATION

OF SEVERAL OFFICERS.

THERE

MAY

BE A CLEANUP

PESIDENT TAFT ISSUES A STATE
MENT TO THAT EFFECT BEFORE STARTING ON TRIP.

guiltless as Dr. Wiley in this particu
lar matter.
The charge against him, however,
of securing the appointment on "com
mon labor roll" of a physician and
expert "whom he could use to do
his work at a very small stipend
when he himself was called away,"
me president noias to De "not es
pecially creditable."
The case the president says has
made apparent the "doubtful legisla
tive policy of placing limitation upon
bureau chiefs to exact per diem com
pensation for experts."
"The government," he says, "ought
not to be at a disadvantage la this
regard and one cannot Withhold one's
sympathy with, any earnest effort
by Dr. Wiley to pay proper compensation and secure expert assistants la
the enforcement of so important a
statute as the pure food law, certain
ly in the beginning when the questions arising under It are of capi
tal importance to the public."
The president's
he
conclusions,
says, were ready weeks ago, but he
did not put them on paper because
he hoped for a time for the report
of the committee of the house of rep
resentatives that was investigating
the department of agriculture.

NEW MEXICO, FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 15, 1911.

CITY EDITION

collegues to 'convey a tnessage to the
emperor expressing his devotion. '
'Tell him," said the wounded man,
"I am ready to die for him." M. Stolypln then requested those
A
at the bedside to reassure his wife
and asked that a priest be brought
to him.
At noon a bulletin was issued,
stating that during the first hours
there was a considerable loss of
WARD REMAINED IN NEW YORK SKY IS HIDDEN BEHIND BLACK RUSSIAN MINISTER SHOT DOWN strength and great pain, which the TWO HUNDRED
AND FIFTEEN
minister bore stoically. The first
WHILE ATTENDING OPERA
PALL AND MOLTEN RIVERS
WHILE FOWLER REPAIRED
TH0U8AND
DOLLARS 8T0LEN
half of the night was disquieting. To
DEAL OUT DAMAGE
AT KIEV.
MACHINE ON COAST
FROM BANK
ward morning there was an improve
ment Temperature 98.6: Dulse. 92
BOTH MEN ARE FULL OF HOPE A HUNDRED NEW FISSURES THIS IS THE THIRD ATTEMPT
TOOK ALL THEY COULD CARRY

NEITHER AVIATOR CLOUDS OE SMOKE ASSASSIN TRIES
WAS IN FLIGHT

ASCEND

FROM

TO END LIFE OF

ETNA

TODAY

THE FALLEN FLYER EXPECTS TO LAVA STREAM IS POURING FORTH
IN FOUR SEPARATE DIRESUME HIS JOURNEY
RECTIONS
TOMORROW

CPOSSJHE

SIERRAS MILLIONS

OF DOLLARS

TO ACCOMPLISH
THIS ERUPTION 8 HOWS NO EVIDENCE
OF ABATING AND LUCKLESS
DANGEROUS FEAT BEFORE
PEASANTS FLEE
WIND RISES

HOPES

SISN

OF

RICH

HAUL

PREMIER'S LIFE HAjS BEEN AT
TEMPTED AT TWO OTHER.
TIMES.

LOST THE

ROBBERS

MAKE

STOLYPIN

i

WILL

DARING

LABOR FEDERATION.
Oswego, N. Y., Sept 15. Represen

tatives of the various trades unions YEGGMEN
WERE , FORCED
TO
throughout the state were assembled
LEAVE A BIG PILE OF MONEY
here today at the opening of the 15th
BEHIND THEM
annual convention of the New York

THE

CROSS tranBact,n 1U Kttoe business the ESCAPED IN AN AUTOMOBILE
convention will spend several days
measures and
DRAMATIC
SCENE WHEN
IN discussing legislative
other matters affecting the interests BUT THE MACHINE BROKE DOWN
JURED MAN STANDS TO MAKE
of the. working people.
AND MEN ARE THOUGHT TO
HOLY SYMBOL.

BE

PRINCE TAjKES COMMAND.
Dantzlg, Prussia, Sept 15. Dantzlg
ln festal att,re made holiday today on
tne occasion of the German Crown
prince taking over command of the
bodyguard of hussars. The event was
accompanied by brilliant military
ceremonies which were witnessed by
the emperor and empress. Their im
perial majesties and. the prince received an enthusiastic reception.

HIDING

IN VICINITY

Kiev, Russia, Sept 15. There ap- Catania, Sicily, Sept. 15. Clouds of
15. Indications
to
Colfax, Sept.
Beverly, Mass., Sept. 15 The reslg
New Westminster, B. C, Sept 15.
nation of Dr. Harvey W. Wiley, chief
day are that Aviator Fowler will smoke from Mount Etna hid the sky pears to be ground for hope today
Three hundred and fifteen thousand
of the bureau of chemistry in the de
resume his San Francisco-to-NeYork and made the atmosphere intolerable that Premier Stolypln will for' the
dollars was stolen early this morning
JAP'S SERIOUS LOSS
tomorrow
today. The volcano continued to throw third time survive the attack of an
partment of agriculture, probably the
progflight
morning.
Rapid
from the branch establishment
Laramie, Wyo., Sept. 15. In a fire
of
ress had been made on the construc- - out lava, cinders, and ashes from the assassin.
best known pure food expert in the in a Chinese restaurant
of Montreal ln this city. Five
the
Bank
Yeno,
today,
Fired upon at close ran&e as he sat
craters and a hundred new fissures.
government service, will not be the
lost $855 in bills, tion of the biplane wrecked Tuesday
burglars entered the bank by the front
The river of lava flowing to the defenseless ln his chair at the Mu
asked for by President Taft,, despito whichproprietor,
at
and
Alta
the
mechanicians
promis
he had planned to deposit as
door, broke through; the thin metal
north has separated into four main nicipal theater last night, the pre
recommendations that it be requested soon as
of the vault, blew the safe
the bank opened. Two build- ed today to have the machine in first
coating
mler
two
with
wounds,
which were made by the personal
of nitroglycerine and got
were burned, but the loss is not class condition before daylight Satur srteams, the largest of which is mov- neither escaped
ings
charges
by
of which, it is said, necessarboard of the department and indorsed
ing toward Alcantara and is two miles
with their booty without being
great as both were old wooden struc day.
away
is
fatal.
by Attorney General Wlckersham.
Fowler plans to make an early from Francaville. The railway sta- ily
seen except by a, Chinese caretaker.
tures, one of them the second oldest
It is believed that Premier Stoly
The "condign punishment" for Dr.
start, as by so doing he ex- tion at Solicohiata is in Immediate
morning
town.
in
WEST
building
They probably escaped down the
SIDE
PRECINCT
who
was
shot by Lawyer Bogpln,
Wiley which Mr. Wlckersham held
pects to get over the summit of the danger.
Frazer river by a launch or else by
a
roff
at
the
during
gala
to he necessary, will not be meted
performance
It
is estimated that the present
Sierras before the wind rises.
He
automobile toward Vancouver.
out by the chief executive. The PRIZE FIGHTING IS A
SELECTS DELEGATES
said today he would try to make Og-- eruption has caused so far a proper- theater ln Kiev last night will re
There was in 'all $350,000 in the
cover.
is
The
belief
by
no
encouraged
two
word
million dollars.
den in two days .flying 150 miles In ty loss of
president's opinion, carrying
bank
safes. Chief of Police Bradshaw
received
telegram
by tne premier's
of criticism for Dr. Wiley, but many
the morning and 150 miles in the
believes the men would have taken
Alexander
from
brother,
Stolypln,
PROFITABLE
REPUBLICANS'
BUSINESS
was
OF
made public
PRECINCT
a word of praise,
afternoon. He expected, by four or LAS VEGAS GETS LOWER RATE.
it all if they could have carried it.
Santa Fe, N. M., Sept 15. On ac Kiev early today. The message read:
HOLD ENTHUSIASTIC MEEThere today. There is no indication
five days of extra effort, to make up
As it was, they took all they could
consultation
the
At
the
first
phys
count
feels
that
of
the complaint filed by the
Ik it that the president
the time lost by the accident.
ING;: LARRAZOLO SPEAKS
carry away, leaving all the silver and
E. P. Welsh company against the A., icians conjectured that the bullets
he "turned down" Mr. Wlckersham MESSRS. MORRIS AND FLYNN
notes of small denominations as well
and
wounded
the
the
grazed
pleura
WILL GET A CUT AT $40,000
bv not accepting- (his recommenda
as damaged five hundred dollar and
Callicoon, N. Y., Sept. 15. James T. & S. F. railroad for the reduction liver.
Amid
touch
Conditions
enthusiasm
the
very
satisfactory.
repub
of
mattresses
on
rate
freight
tions. He explains that the attorney
FOR TONIGHT'S 8CRAP.
ten dollar hills lyng; around the floor
Ward, who Is attempting to fly from
70.
nave
decided
6
No.
licans
of
Pulse
last
Physician
precinct
gathered
the
New York to San Francisco, Is still from El Paso to Albuquerque,
general's findings were made with
and table of the room of on of
an
is
Mackel's
in
to
unnecessary..
house
operation
elect
night
opera
railroad company has reduced tha
Jess complete data than was before
New York, Sept. 15. The first Im- - here, where he alighted last night. rate' in order toVhave the case disOther advices of a . private nature delegates .from their precinct to the clerks.
The first known of the robbery was
him when he took it up.
Ha said he will not resume his flight
the premier's condition Is county convention;-whicis torn will when
Xiortant battle of Jieavyweights in
missed, - according, to word received any that
a Chinese care taker appeared
"
In the Opinion, the president admits New York since the days of the old till the weather clears.
select' delegates to the state conven
by Rufus B. Daniel, who is handling hopeless.
at the police station at about 5:30
what has been well known to many Horton boxing law will taKe place
was
box
The
filled
was
tion.
The
occupied
house
with
by
imperial
opera
the case for the plaintiff, the old
O'clock and gave the. alarm. He had
personB close to the administration
at Madison, Square Garden tonight,
rate of $1.37 has been reduced to 83 Emperor Nicholas, the heir apparent republicans at an early hour. Later
to worlrlils bonds loose after
that there Is trouble in the departs when Carl Morris of Sapulpa, Okla., SPANISH STRIKE
managed
cents first class and 85 cents second Grand Duke Alexis aged 7 years, and in the evening the doorways were the robbers had departed. Chief of
ment of agriculture. Speaking of the meets Fireman Jim Flynn.
Grand
the
the
un
who
were
with
emperor's daughters,
jammed
people
N. M., and Sanclass to
Police Bradshaw hurried to the scene
congressional Inquiry into that deDuchesses Olga, Tatlnana, Marie and able to gain an entrance.
Interest in the fight is shown by
BECOMES MENACE ta Fe, N.Albuquerque,
same
new
in
rate
M.,
the
sesat
last
all the available officers were
the
and
vow of the
partment, unfinished
In
the
front
Anastasla.
A
of
was
the high price and big sale of tickets
feature
the meeting
the
stead of the old rates of $1.55, and to
into service, bnt the only clue.
sion but to be taken up again next and the army of sporting men here
pressed
Las Vegas 94 cents for first class and pit were seated Premier Stolypln and presence of O. A. Larrazolo, who was obtainable was
that given by the
winter, Mr. Taft said:
in
associates
the
his
ministry.
from all over the country to see the DISTURBANCE
escorted to the primary by a commit
AGGRAVATED BY 91 cents for second class, instead of
Chinaman.
intermission
"The broader issues raised by the contest. A whole trainload of
the
following
During)
tee
of
from
Nos.
republicans
precincts
SHORTAGE OF FOOD SUPPLY
the old rates of $1$.71. The new
From the thoroughness of the Job
the second act, Premier Stolypln had 3, 5 and 6. Mr. Larrazolo was warmarrived today with their
investigation, Vhlcht jhave a much
rates go Into effect October 5.
IN
BILBOA.
one
to
turned his face to the right toward ly greeted when he entered the room. and the tools with which' the work
weightier relation than this
pockets full of Morris, money and
was done, the local officers believe
tEfc center aisle, conversing with the He made an
the general efficiency of the depart- started the first real betting. Odds
eloquent speech ln which
DOESN'T FAVOR DRASTIC LAWS
Soukholm-linofthe same gang which has been at
General
Madrid Sept. 15. The strike sitminister
of
war,
ment, may require much more radi In Morris' home, they said, favored
reasons
his
he
for becoming a
gave
Santa Ve, N. M., Sept. 15. By a
work ln Vancouver turned the work
A
Count
and
cal action than the Question I have him two to one.
in
Bilboa
and
uation
young
Hitherto practiPotocky.
throughout the unanimous vote of the five council-me- n
republican and forsaking the demo- here.
moved
on
dress
more
man
in
is
of
no
considered and decided."
quietly
has
been
evening
province
wagered
Biskay
growing
money
cally
(
mocratio party.
present at the council meeting down the center
It is impossible to say Just when
s the battle, mainly because the Oklaand appeared
aisle,
alarming despite the vigorous meas- last
That the statement indicates a
A
was
for
committee
the
saappointed
night, the first section of the
men effected their entrance into
A
the
second
later
M.
Mataccost
to
ures
next
taken
the
an
is
unknown
homa
government
Stolypln.
the
by
quantity
in
shake up
department
giant
purpose of drawing resolutions com
loon regulation ordinance
requiring he
the bank, but it is presumed that it
ters have
been
drew a revolver from his
swiftly
aggravated by blinds to be down
winter was freely predicted here to in the east.
cenmending the republican county
Sunday, to close all
diwas some time about 4 o'clock this
Flynn is a fighter of ten years' ex- the depletion of food supply and the day and by 2 a. m. on week days, coat and emptied It seemingly
day. There have never been any in
tral committee for Its endorsement
rectly at the premier.
timatlons that Secretary Wilson was perience who has met nearly all the tie up of the transportation system. was repealed.
of Secundino Romero as republican morning, for when the Chinese Janitor
arrived shortly after 4 o'clock to
Women fainted and the vast crowd candidate for
Disturbances of a like character
disposed to retire and it is not be big heavyweights, including Jack
governor. Charles W.
clean up, he found the five men had
seemed panic stricken.
lieved here that the president would Johnson. His experience and gener are reported from Malaga Zevilla and
W. G. Ward and Secundino Romero,
Emperor Nicholas sprang from his addressed the meeting during the been doing a little cleaning up on
reauire him to do so. A general alship are expected to offset Morris Guipuzccoa. The plans of revolution- CHINESE OFFICIALS
chair and, stepping to the front ot
their own account and before the
cleanup of affairs in the department, tremendous advantage in weight and ary leaders for a general uprising
evening.
and
230
Chinaman could give the alarm, he
the imperial box, stared toward the
seem to have failed.
pounds
however, could easily be required by reach. Morris weighs
Amador Ullbarrl was chosen presi
realiWith
wounded
was
quick
180.
REALIZE
DANGER
carried
premier.
sandbagged, gagged and tied to
through
Flynn
the president and)
dent of the meeting. Other officers
zation his majesty ordered the orchair.
Then the robbers proceed
SOLDIERS MEET.
when he returns to Washington in
Top gallery seats were entirely sold DISTINGUISHED
were Susano Montano and Jose Sanchestra to play the national anthem.
ed to collect the gold and bills from
Providence, R. I., Sept. 15. Many
November.
today for $3, prices ranging up to $20
Deslde-ritos
vice
Esquibel,
presidents;
ORDER TO SEND TROOPS TO THE
The coolest figure ln the tragedy
the vault and left the building some
The Wiley case arose ever the em for the ringside boxes. The bout is distinguished veterans of the civil war
C. de Baca, secretary.
was
who
M.
was
of
CHUEN
IS
net
SZE
that
about
OF
to
in
$40,000.
DEFENSE
Stolypln,
are
time before 5 o'clock, taking more
in
the
Providence
expected
participating
of
the
chemistry
bureau
The delegates chosen to the county
ployment by
had
bullet
wounded.
One
twice
of
a quarter of million dollars with
reunion
annual
the
than
of
the
.
ISSUED
TODAY
Society
of
New
York,
of Dr. H. H. Rusby
thn rteht breast and the other convention, which will be held Sep- them.
Army of the Potomac. This morning
tiharmacocnosist of the Dureau. In
tember 23 are as foows O. A. Lar
the right wrist probably as he raised
was given up to the business of the
That the robbers are still in the
F. Kebler, FORMER INSUR1EGT0
effect, Dr. Wiley,
15. An Imperial edict
razolo, Susano Montano, Fidel Ortiz,
Peking,
Sept
summoned
He
arm
defense.
in
his
tomorrow
and
but
is apparent by the finding of
tonight
and
meeting,
vicinity
of
chief
the drug laboratory;
Baca y Garcia, Manuel Silva,
admits that the situa- has
automobile front T. J.
the visitors will enjoy entertainment issued today
waning strength and, rising, Felipe
powerful
Dr. W. Bigelow, assistant chief of the
VICTORY
Gu
SCORESA
tion in Sze Chuen is dangerous and faced the
box, lifted his Refugio Esquibel, Felix Garcia y
imperial
the
them
and
broken down In front
for
by
garage,
city
Trapp's
provided
with
were
having
charged
bureau,
orders the Zen Chun Suan to pro- wounded arm and made the sign of tierrez, Louis C. Ilfeld, William B. of the Y. M. C. A.
citizens.
building. It is
UHconspired to pay Dr. Rusby a salary
C.
de Baca and Amador
ceed thither Immediately.
Chuen
Stapp, H.
Thea
his
cross
toward
the
majesty.
started to get
that
the
un
yeggs
thought
tacit
with
the
of $1,C00 a year
GENERAL PRICE IS ALLOWED TO
the director general of the he dropped into his seat. Before Gen- barri.
Fang,
then had
machine
In
and
the
do
away
was
to
he
only
that
derstanding
TO INSPECT MILITARY POSTS.
ANSWER CHARGES AGAINST
During the evening Julian Trujillo to abandon it.
Hanjcow Canton and Hankow Sze eral Soukhomlinoff could assist him,
, ...
'
enough work to insure rnis amount
de15.
made
Rivera
and
D.
Demetrlo
SecreChuan railway, is instructed to
speeches
C, Sept.
Washington,
HIM SEPARATELY.
the premier removed his uniform
there is a watchman on the
Usually
at the rate of $20 a day. This was
tary of War Stimson and Gen. Leon- vice measures for raising the siege coat and attempted to examine his in which they announced their adopbut last week he went on his
held to violate the acts of cnn?re3S
Both premises
tion of the republican party.
ard Wood, chief of staff of the army, of Cheng Tu, the capital of Sze
vacation.
injuries.
A
It is evident the robbers
15.
de
Calif.
Los
vhich
1898,
15,
March
Sept.
Angeles
approved
men have been stalwart democrats for
are busily engaged clearing up the Chuan, at once. The British river
knew of this for in his room the loot
Meantime there was the wildest
clared that no classified scientific in preliminary victory was scored by work of the war department preparagunboat Widgeon Is leaving Sui Fu confusion, in the midst ot which Bog-ro- many years.
was tied up and blankets from his bed
vestigator should receive more than the attorneys for General C. Rhyes tory to leaving Washington early next for Kiataing today .
toward an exit. Before
were used to deaden the noise of the
former leader of insurrecto week for an extensive tour of
slipped
$9 a dav. In addition to the recom Price
inspecwas
he
could
reach
seized,
After a survey by bank
he
it
Dr.
aliened
he
when
explosion.
be
California
Lower
in
forces
mendation that
Wiley
tion of the military posts and de(
Troops Remain Loyal .
officials soon after 10 o'clock this
thrown to the floo ,and tramped.
INJURED
to resien. the personal board held came before United States Commis- fenses in the south and southwest.
Sept. 15. Several The police succeeded in controlling
Chung King,
morning. It was officially stated that
that Dr. Rusby should be dismissed, sioner Van Dyke today to fight extrafamilies
from Kiatiang and the situation.
American
"
$315,-W)that Dr. Kebler be reduced and that dition to Mexico. Price's attorney
IN LIMITED'S WRECK the robbers got away with
elsewhere have arrived here safely.
As the premier was carried down
Dr. Bigelow he allowed to quit the asked for separate hearings for their
NOT REFUSE
HE WOULD
Two thousand modern troops outservice. None of these recommen- client on the three charges against
the aisle he witnessed a remarkable
N. J., Sept 13. "No side Cheng Tu have not yet joined
Lake,
MIDDLE ATLANTIC MEET.
Spring
In
the president's him, murder, arson and robbery, and
of loyalty. While GOLDEN STATE TRAIN OF THE
dations is upheld
demonstration
'
man would run away from the presi- the besiegers. They refuse to obey
Pa., Sept 15. Many
Philadelphia,
contested
command
of
to
the
the
responding
opinion.
although the prosecution
ROCK ISLAND JUMPS THE
star athletes are in Philadelphia to
dency of the United States," said the viceroy or to participate in the emperor, the orchestra played the
Dr. Kebler Is reprlmanted for "dis- the motion, the commissioner granted Governor Harmon of Ohio, this afterIt is reported that the stuTRACK
siege.
participate in the , annual outdoor
ingenuous conduct" in his letter it. The hearing on the robbery charge noon when asked if he was a candi- dents of the military college have national anthem, the curtain rose and
championships of the Middle
costumes
of
this
afternoon..
the
in
for
still
was
scheduled
and
Dr.
the
the
to
artists,
Rusby
presi
writing
date for the democratic presidential joined them.
of the Amateur Athletic-Unionand
the
the opera, knelt
repeated
dent says that the letters suggest a
Davenport la., Sept 15. The Rock
nomination.
which
will take ylace here to--.
'
anthem five times, the audience join- Island- - Golden State Limited No. 3,
"willingness to resort to evasion"
morrow.
"God
Save Thy westbound, was derailed Just east of
RICHARD OLNEY'S BIRTHDAY.
CONTROL OF UTILITIES.
ing in a chorus, of
that calls for official reproof. Dr.
FIRED.
DOZEN TRAINMEN
the statiofl at Ainswortb, la., today.
Falmouth, Mass., Sept. 15. Richard People."
Bigelow is held to have been
Springi Lake, N. J., Sept.
and a reprimand by Secre- control of public utilities was the
San Marclal, N. M Sept 15.
The emperor bowed
!N CHILE
Clney, who was attorney general and
repeatedly. Three mail clerks were Injured when
EARTHQUAKE
Wilson to whom leading subject discussed today by the There Is quite a stir among the rail- later .secretary under President Cleve- Then, with his party, he left the the mail car' was derailed and over15. An earthtary of Agriculture
Iqulque,
Chile,
Sept.
the opinion- - which is in letter foiyn, conference of the governors. The prin- road, people; a dozen or more train- land, today celebrated his 76th birth- theater and proceeded to the palace. turned. The1 engine remained upright quake was felt here today. The walla
Is directed, is ordered by the presi- cipal papers were presented by Gov- men having been let out on account day anniversary at his summer home The premier bore up splendidly and, and the engineer and fireman escaped of many buildings were cracked and
of violation of "Rule G," it is said. here.
dent. Dr. Rusby is held to be as ernor Carroll of Iowa.
several persona were injured.
arriving at the hospital, asked his injury. No passengers were hurt
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Charming Suits, Coats, Dresses,
for Autumn

Profusion of Distinctive Millinery
Creations

A

'

A marvelous' assemblage of

A

bewildering
assemblage of Milloveliness
linery
visitor
the
greets
upon entering this

department. Every smart style is

9

here at prices within reachable distance of the ordi-

nary purse.
This season the
styles vary to a

marked
degree.
Anv thine you
might wish from a
y ,
quaint little crush
turoan to ine more
elaborate ,
beautiful
picture
at of unspeakable
4 $,
dimensions is good
i.V
style.
Velvet, Felt and Corded Silk are favorite materials for
the fall season, while the range of colors is unusually large
with Paddy Green, Coronation Blue and Scarlet strongly in
the Jead. Prices range from

iKS J

Every
correctmodes'Iin
most
the
of
made
well
garment distinctive,
modestly
and
very
serviceable materials

Latest Arrivals in New Fall Merchandise

priced.
A good,

First Showing of Beautiful Dresses, SuitSt Coats, Millinery, Dress Goods,
Silks, Neckwear, etc., Fresh From the Style Centers of the Country.
merNever before have we Invited you to such a remarkable assemblage of all that's new and good In Fall
will
to
is
a
able
It
that
attractive
such
we
delight
been
showing
quote
have
prices.
before
never
chandise and
r,
dreas
in
every style lover In town for It Is a representative gathering of choice productions
in
from
the
bestrmanufacturers
the
country.
etc.,
goods, silks, millinery, neckwear,
The styles are all new, beautiful and absolutely correct' The assortments are wonderfully broad, admitone will want to leave the store
ting of almost unlimited choice. And prices are simply irresistible no
without purchasing some of the lovely new things. Here are hints:
ready-to-wea-

--Wl

ever

ffffSSitf5

Newest Weaves and Designs in Fall Dress Goods and

Silks
Every fashionable weave
and every smart new design as well as staples will
be found here at these
moderate prices.

S1.50 to $25.00
Our line of Children's and Misses'Hats contains some very
attractive models with exceptional style, Hats for any aire
and every purpose temptingly priced. Hats that are sure to
please mother ana daughter.

Women's Neckwear
Never Prettier

Nobby

All the favored styles in
dainty Neckwear, are embraced in our remarkably
comprehensive stock. Styles
the prettier than ever. Prices
will please you.
The line Includes such popular styles ai Lave Dutch
collars, embroidered and lace
trimmed Dutch collars, embroidered stocks In a variety
of patterns, Jabots in embroidery, lace and novelty
effects and the new, stylish
and desirable frills for shirt
waist fronts. Prices range
from

15c to $2.50

English Reversible Suitings in all the new and desirable colors, 50 inches
wide, in 5 yard pattern
lengths, the most popular
fabric of the season for
either suit or coat, per

Styles in Children's Coats

This season we have the
largest, best selected stock
of Misses' and Children's
Coats we have ever had. Tho
qualities are better and the
styles and' colors unusually
varied. Dark effects with
brighter trimmings and linings, either plain or fancy
are easily in the lead. The
prices on these coats make
them especially interesting.
Though qualities are better,
never have we been able to
put such extremely low
prices on new desirable merchandise; sizes range from 6
to 14 years. Prices from

$4.00 to $12.50

the new

ready-to-wea- r.

pattern,

"Crushed Jewels" Effect in New Silks
' 'Crushed Jewel"

SilkWaist patterns in the
effects are the latest craze in Silks. Our line
includes an excellent variety of these popular
patterns as well as the new roman stripe effects. Per pattern,
$4.50 to $6.00

in either plain or fancy effects, lined with
Suskana Satin, guaranteed for two seasons, a well made and perfect fittin
$li.oU
ment, for only
suits in
desirable
and
Other attractive
the best mouels, combining style and qual-tthe maximum degree $15 up to $H)
We also have the popular Wooltex
Suits and Coats.
Our line Women's and Misses' Coats
is the largest, most complete we have had.
The new models are unusually attractive
with styles and fabrics designed for service and comfort.
Novelty effects are
in an excellent
come
and
favorites
strong
variety of combinations.
The Reversible Coat is the popular
novelty of the season. This really is two
coats in one by reversing the garment
'colyou have a coat of an entirely different
see
these
or. Be sure to
popular garments.
One ' piece dresses come in a wide
range of styles and fabrics and are very,
attractive. Hand embroidery, braid, but-tons and satin are favorite trimmings. We
have an unusually large variety of these
popular garments from $9 up to $27.50
o

New and Nobby Silk Dress Patterns

E. ROSENWALD & SON

Fall

Latest

strictly tailored
suits, ranging in size from 13
years up to 17 years.
These suits are made from
all wool fabrics with as much
care as any of our women's
suits, lined with the best
eatln linings and neatly
trimmed.
In style they are all that
could be wished, being designed by the most expert
designers in this country.
If you are interested in
Misses' Suits, .don't fail to
see this line. It will please

The new models in women's shoes are proving very
popular. Short vamps with
high tops and military heels
make an extremely neat and
desirable shoe. Choice of
such leathers as Gun Meal,
Vici Kid, Calf Skin, Patent
Colt, Suede and Velvet gives
a wide range from which to
choose; 16 and 18 button
tops are proving prime favorites in all leathers. Man-is- h
effects with heavy exten
sion soles are also much in
demand.

Shoes

'

All the new, desirable weaves in Dress
Silks in a beautiful range of new shades,
new, neat and attractive designs, all exclusive patterns, per pattern only
$13.50 to $15.00

in

Models

Misses' Tailored Suits
This season, ror the first
time, we have put la a line
of Misses'

$9.00 to $13.50

Suit

hand-tailore- d

l,

.

you.

$12.50 to $16.50

ass

PRESIDENT

TAFT

sas City, Hutchinson, Topeka, Waterloo, Des Moines, Ottumwa, Omaha,
Lincoln, Hastings, Cheyenne, Laramie, Salt Lake City, Pocatello, Boise,

RAILROADS

HAVE

Walla Walla, Lewiston, Spokane,
TO
Seattle,
Bellingham, Everett,
Tacoma, Centralla, Portland, Sacramento, San Francisco, Los Angeles,
Butte, Billings, Livingston, Sheridan,
Deadwood, Lead, Rapid City, Pierre,
Aberdeen, Mankato, Minneapolis, St.
CHIEF EXECUTIVE WILL VISIT Paul, Green Bay, Oshkosh, Fond du NO MORE WILL THEY ALLOW
THEIR EMPLOYES TO HANDLE
Lac, Milwaukee, Racine, Kenosha,
ecuroM ctatfii nc THE
Chicago and Pittsburg.
BAGGAGE ROUGHLY.
MIDDLE WEST
The itinerary, it is to be noted, cov
ers most of the states which may be
The management of one of the
Beverly, Mass., Sept. 15. Presi- regarded as debatable ground in the
dent Taft bade adieu to his Bummer coming presidential contest, and the large railway systems, through the
home this morning and, accompanied most attention will be paid to the sec usual press channels, has made an
to manufacturers ifor more
iby his secretary and assistants, de- tions where the support of the La appeal
substantial packing of goods in shipBoston
toilette-Bourn- e
for
automobile
an
in
budis
parted
organization
where he makes his start tonight for posed to be strongest. In his speech ment, says the Railway and EngiReview.
It is claimed that
his
speaking tour of es the president will discuss five prin neering
sums
of
in damaged
large,
money
states.
the middle and far western
cipal subjects tariff, reciprocity, cur
Prior to leaving his home he spent rency, the peace treaties, and conser freight might be saved by going bacic
to the use of wooden cases in place
more than an hour looking over and vation.
of the paper pulp boxes and other
some
of
to
the many
dictating replies
substitutes for wood which are now
messages of congratulation that pour- ALL YOU NEED IS A
seen in freight shipments.
ed In upon him on his
CASCARET TONIGHT commonly
Box lumber, although a low grade
birthday anniversary.
can no longer be considered
From tomorrow morning until the No Sick Headache, Bilious Stomach product,
a cheap material, and in these days
s
his
when
November
of
1,
Coated Tongue or Constipated
morning
when so much is being said about
Bowels by Morning.
private train rolls into the station at
economy in various lines, the conserthe1
.wilil
(bo
Turn the rascals out the head- vation of
Washington,
(president
the wooden box is a queskept constantly on the move, making ache, the biliousness, the indigestion, tion of some importance in view of
and the sick, sour stomach and foul gases
speeches, attending receptions
the very great consumption of that
turn them out tonight and keep
dinners, reviewing parades and, travfor kindling wood.
article
them out with Cascarets.
eling. .
It is also an indication of a
days,
Millions of men and women take a
The trip will occupy forty-sisituation of affairs to find
changed
will
the
time
which
now
Cascaret
and
president
then
never
and
during
officials
much concerned
railway
r
states and travel
know the misery caused by a lazy
visit twenty-fouHe is liver, clogged bowels or an upset about damage to goods in shipment.
13,000 miles.
The unnecessary rough handling
scheduled to deliver nearly 200 set stomach.
which goods receive on railway
innumerable
to
addition
Don't put in another day of disspeeches, in
in freight (houses and bagtress. Let Cascarets cleanse and reg- trains,
impromptu addresses.
rooms is proveibial, and so well
gage
to
be
The first speech of the trip is
ulate your stomach; remove the sour, understood that
it seems almost trite
made tomorrow morning at Syracuse. undigested and fermenting food and to mention the matter or even comThere the president will deliver an that misery-makingas; take the ex- ment upon it For some unexplain-abl- e
address to the farmers and others as- cess bile from your liver and carry
reason this is an evil that railsembled at the New York State fair. out of the system all the decomposed
officials have usually winked at,
way
Leaving Syracuse he will go to Erie waste matter and poison in the In- and any one who did assume to reand from that point he will head testines and bowels. Then you will
gard the question seriously has
straight for Michigan, where he will feel great.
usually done so only to be laughed
A Cascaret
epend four days. From Michigan he
tonight will surely at. It hardly needs to be said that
will go to Illinois and Missouri. After straighten you out by morning. They better discipline over all railway embox
leaving Missouri the states through work while you sleep. A
ployes who have to do with the
which he will pase, in about the or- from any drug store means a clear handling of freight or baggage could
der of his crossing them, are Kan- head and cheerfulness for months. well be looked after much more earnsas, Iowa, Nebraska, Colorado, Wyo- Children love to take Cascarets be- estly than it ever has been, in a genming, Utah, Nevada, California, Ore- cause they taste good never gripe eral sense, and to the benefit of both
Idaho, Montana, or sicken.
gon, Washington,
the shipper and the carrier.
South Dakota, Minnesota, Wisconsin,
The manner in which freight and
Indiana and Maryland.
Foley Kidney Pills
is handled by railway embaggage
Some of the larger cities and towns Will reach your individual case if you
have any form of kidney and bladder ployes in common every day service
where he will stop, after visiting
trouble or
irregularities. Try is indeed shameful, and apparently
and Erie, Detroit, Bar City, them. O. G.urinary
Schaefer and Red Cross
Crsnd Rapids, Peoria, St. Louis, Kan Drug Co.
there are but very few officials who

B EuINS

HIS

DECIDED

JOU NET

record-breakin-

REFORM

g

firty-fourt-

have the courage to take hold of the
question with a firm hand.
Undoubtedly many shipments are
made in boxes, cases or crates too
light to withstand reasosable handling, but if railway
managements
wish to inaugurate a movement for
education on this subject they may
well begin at home first. It is only
common experience to see goods
dropped out of car doors upon platforms, because some one is so indolent or so careless as not to run a
truck to receive, it. Light packages
or boxes are frequently tossed from
point to point and allowed to fall,
Instead of being carried, and heavy
boxes that might be trucked are
rolled and slammed about end over
end. The treatment which goods in
shipment frequently receive borders
upon maliciousness. A large share
of the work of a railway claim department originates in practices that
are so inexcusable that it seems a
waste of time to discuss them.
FOR AGED PEOPLE

h

x

g

Syr-acu-

s

Old Folks Should be' Careful In Their
Selection of Regulative Medicine

We have a safe, dependable and
altogether ideal remedy that is particularly adapted to the requirements
of aged people and persons of weak
constitutions who suffer from constipation or other bowel disorders. We
are so certain that it will relieve
these complaints and give absolute
satisfaction in every particular that
we offer it with our personal guarantee that it shall cost the user nothing
if it fails to substantiate our claims.
This remedy is called Rexall Orderlies.

Rexall Orderlies have a soothing,
healing, strengthenng, tonic and regulative action upon the bowels. They
remove all irritation, dryness, soreness and weakness. They restore the
bowels and associate organs to more
vigorous and healthy activity. They
are eaten like candy, may be taken
at any time without inconvenience,
do not cause any, griping, nausea,
diarrhoea, excessive looseness, flatulence, or other disagreeable effect.
Price 50c, 23c and 10c. Sold only
at our store The Rexall Store. E.
G. Murphey.

Diarrhoea Is always more or less
prevalent during September. Be
for it. Chamberlain's
Colic,
Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy is
prompt and effectual. It can always
be depended upon and is pleasant to
take. For sale by all iruggists.
pre-psre- d

STANDARD

OIL

Mora County
Farmer's Harvest

PAYS ITS LAST
DIVIDEND
FOLLOWING
BIG

ORDER

CORPORATION

OF

COURT

PREPARES

WAGON MOUND, N. M.

TO DISSOLVE
New York, Sept. 15. Stockholders
of the old Standard Oil company to-

day received checks representing the
last dividends that will be disbursed
by the great corporation. Under the
recent decision of the supreme court
of the United States ordering the dissolution of the company the old organization must be broken up before
the end of the year. Consequently
the final dividend of the year will not
be paid by the old company. In the
dissolution of the parent concern the
stockholders are to receive stock in
the susldlary companies equivalent to
their holdings in the old corporation.
It is not considered likely that the
stockholders will suffer any loss of income with the change In the organization.
Since the organization of the Standard Oil company in 1S82 down to the
final dividend paid today the stockhave received dividends
holders
amounting to the enormous sum of
$752,000,000. For the past eight years
the company has paid to the holders
of its $100,000,000 of stock an average of $40,000,000 per annum. In 1900
and 1901 it paid $48,000,000. and in
the year following $45,000,300. The
dividends, however, were much less
than the total earnings. The original
value of the property has been increased greatly by the reinvestment
of a large share of the earnings for
the extension of its business and the
acquisition of securities.
Although the Standard Oil company never Issued an annual report,
or made other returns regarding its
tusiness further than publication of
its dividend, Investors never lacked
confidence in Its ability to pay dividends, and the high rate maintained
made the company's stock sell at from
four to six times its par value.. The
highest price ever reached was in
1901, when it was paying 48 per cent
per annum. The stock then sold up
to $832 a share.

September

19-2- 1.

1911

Tickets on Sale September 18th to 21st inclusive,
with return limit of September 22nd, 1911.

F.re

for the Round Trip $2.20
D. L.

BATCHELOR., Agent

"Diamond M"
"Old Homestead"
"Boss Patent"
The Leading

Bra ads of High Patent Flour

Handled exclusively in Las Vegas
by

Charles Ilfeld Company,
New Mexico's Largest Wholesalers

Every one recognizes the Superiority of these
brands Even our Competitors.
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OPERATIC

IN

STARS

AMERICA

THIS YEAR
MANY

FAVORITES

ANARE
NOUNCED TO APPEAR IN THE
CITIES DURING SEASON

First signs that the musical season
2
of
is at hand .are appearIn
the bud. The Metropolitan
ing
Opera company has signed most of
lis new principal singers, a new con
memductor, stars and additional
bers of the Russian ballet, while concert managers are hustling to place
their many clients to advantage.
New York will have Its customary
wealth of music of every kind during
the thirty odd weeks constituting the
regular season, from opera to ragtime. In that period between 34 and
5 millions of dollars will have been
spent for entertainment arising from
dulcet sounds from Instruments and
voices.
Word received by Business Co
a
John Brown from Giulio
disposes of all rumors that
Caruso is still vocally Indisposed.
The emperor of tenors, according to
the Metropolitan's general manager,
Is in splendid singing trim, and will
make his appearance at the opening performance of opera on the
Light of November 13, In "The Girl
of the Golden West."
All the other members of the cost
participating In the world's premiere
of the Puccini work last December
will be heard on this occasion, Des-tinAmato and Gllly having been
notified to prepare themselves for the
operatic presentation and to report
for rehearsals in early November.
Noted German Singer Coming
News that the distinguished Berlin
coloratura soprano, Frieda Helmpel,
will probably be released to sing in
New York for a limited number of
penbi mances will be welcomed by
opera habitues who have felt that the
ten appearances of Louisa Tetrazzlnl
will be insufficient to provide an adequate voice upon every occasion that
requires a coloratura of first rank.
Margaret Matzenaur, reputed to be
the best contralto in Europe, Is one:
1911-191-

fiaMl-Sasazz-

"M

ol the newcomers, as

the St. Petersburg

ts

will head the personnel of

Is Putnam Griseld, an American basso who has
von a desirable reputation on the
other side during the last few years.
Herman Well., a German baritone,
w'U make his debut in the early pait
cf the season, and If he confirms advance account of his ablliuea he
will prove a valuable addition to the
company.
Germany likewise will send another
singer to New York for the first time
In Helnrich Hensel, whose voice Is
described as a smooth, resonant organ. He will share certain roles with
Leo Slezak, Carl Burrlam and Carl
Jorn. The remaining first tenors of
the organization are RIcardo Martin,
Herman Jadlowker and Dlmitrl Smirnoff. Lamber Murphy, a New Yorker,
was recently signed to assume tenor
parts at the Metropolitan.
Giuseppe Sturanl, who led the orchestra for Oscar Hammerstein at
Philadelphia for two seasons and at
the New York Manhattan Opera house
during the preliminary season of two
years ago, will take the place vacated
by Vittorio Podestl. The latter will
direct the orchestra In the Pavlowa-Mordkjtour of the United States
and Canada.
The principal conductors, however,
will be Arturo ToscaninI and Alfred
Hertz. The list will be completed by
Josef Pasternack, who came here last
Geraldine
season. Olive Premstad,
Farrar, Johanna Gadski, Berta Mor-enAlice Nielsen (a new member),
Alma Gluck, Rita Pornia, Bernice de
Pasquali, Bella Alten and Marie Rap-pol- d
will be the principal sopranos.
Another recently engaged is Mme.
Electra
Louise Homer, Jeanne Mauborg,
Florence Wlckham, Henrietta Wakefield, and Llllia Snelllng will sinj
contralto roles; Antonio Scottl, Otto
Goritz and William Hlnshaw will be
r,
among the baritones, with Leon
Adamo Didur, Andrea de Segu-rol- a
and Herbert Witherspoon assisting in the basso department.
It has been found necessary to
make a change in the original Russian ballet plans. The elaborateness
of the ballets selected for presentation and the dlvertisements has resulted in the determination to give
separate performances of' elaborate
dancing for four weeks in December
and January.
first
Mlkall Mordkln will be the
masculine dancer and it Is said Ann i
Pavlowa will not appear with him at
the Metropolitan. Julia Geltzer, from
n

Parks-Brownin-

Ro-thei-

Ml

STORE

Russian
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ballet, production in the early part of the
present season Lucille La Verne's
zation to be seen at the Metropolitan dramatization of Will N. Harben's
novel "Ann Boyd."
in conjunction with Mordkln.
The dramatization of "He Fell In
new
cf
the
operas
Among
spoken
for possible first-tim- e
performance Love With His Wife," will be called
"Partners," and the leading players
during the year arei
"Le Donne Curtose," the "Lobetanz" of the company will be May Buckley
and Frederick Burton.
of Ludwig Thulle, Leo Blech's
The young bride of John Barry-mor- e
and the Russian opera "Bois to join his company this, searis Goudonow,"
by Mussorjski. Of
course Horatio Parker and Brian son under the stage name of Kather-In- e
Blythe, the latter being one of
Hooker's prize opera, "Mona," will
be sung in English, and the Rlccor-di-s her husband's family names.
The beautiful legend of "Sister
are anxious that Franchettl's
"Christoforo Colombo" shall be prod- Beatrice," dramatized by Maeterlinck,
is now to be turned into an opera,
'
uced.
though the book will be taken from
I
the Maeterlinck play.

the

organi-

Wolf-Ferrari- 's

"Ver-slegelt- ,"

PLAYS

AND

PLAYERS

'

4-

Eddie Foy will probably appear in
a play called "A Night Out."
Lottie Williams will use "Tha
Chorus Lady" as a vaudeville sketch.
Isabel t Irving will, be leading lady
with Kyrle Bellew in "The Mollusc. '
Sadie Martinot, who has recovered
her heajth, will return to the vaudeville stage.
Rosina Henley, daughter of the lato
E. J. Henley, is to play a part in
"The Deep Purple."
George Bevan is to star in "The
Story of the Rose." Marie Pavey will
be his leading lady.
Percy Haswell has finished her
stock engagement in Toronto after a
very successful season.
J. Hartley Manners, author of "The
House Next Door," has Just finished
another play for J. E. Dobson.
Hazel Kirke has been engaged by
Lew Fields for the prima donna rolj
in his forthcoming production of "The
Bigamist."
Martha Morton is making a dramatic version of Harold MacGrath's
book, "Hearts and Masks" for the use
of Henry B. Harris.
Frederick Landis, a brother of
United States Judge Landis of Chicago, has written a play, which William A. Brady may produce.
Lillian Spencer, who has been In
Maude Adams', company, is to havo
the soubrette role in "The Duchess,"
in which Fritzi Scheff will star.
"The Outsiders" is the title given
by Charles Klein to his latest play
which Is to be produced by the Authors Producing company in November.
The Schuberts have accepted for
'

SELLS FOR LESS"

THAN OTHER!
The place that offers you a chance to get the
best and not pay as much for it

COUNTY

THREE

1

and upon consideration by the board
such resignation as Justice of the
peace was accepted and ordered filed
in due form.
(Continued from Yesterday)
O. A. Larrazolo, Esq., appeared be
And be It further resolved,
that fore the board on behalf of the as
Stephen D. Davis, Jr., be and he is sessment and taxes levied against the
hereby named as 'the fiscal agent of property of the Jesuit Fathers, In
this county, with power and author- precinct No. 6, in the town of Las
ity to communicate with the present Vegas, New Mexico, and the fbove
holders of the bonded indebtedness matter having been fully presented.
aforesaid, and to give In the name the board HJng of the opln'oa that
of the county, or otherwise, such no- the said property Is used for charittices as may be required by law, or able and religious purposes and therewhich he may deem proper or advis- fore not subject to taxation and be- Made Safe by Lydia E. Pinkbam's
able, to the end that the holders of ing further advised in the premises Vegetable Compound.
the said Indebtedness m(ay be ad- by the assessor of San Miguel county,
Granlteville, Vt. "I was passing
vised of the desire of this county to
It is ordered by the board that only through
the Change of Lif e and suffered
new
r
so
bonds
said
to
the
exchange
"l from nervousness
property leased for profit, if any, and
ana otner annoying
be Issued for the said present out- belonging to said Jesuit . Fathers, in
symptoms, and 1
standing indebtedness, at par,
precinct No. 6, and town of Las Ve
can truly say that
And be it f ruther resolved, that pro- gas, New Mexico, be returned for
Lyuia h,. niiknam s
per notices be given by the said taxation as required by law.
Vegetable Compound ha 3 proved
ENT Stephen B. Davis, Jr., as such fiscal The following bonds and oaths of
worth mountains of
agent, to the holders of the said in- office were presented and approved
gold to me, as it
restored my health
of so by the board as to form and sufficiendebtedness, that the
and strength. I
HEALEDBAD SORE exchanging the presentprivilege
of
outstanding cy
sureties,
never rorget to tell
Indebtedness for the said new bonds
Merced Maestas, constable, precinct
my friends what
Lvdia E. l'inkham's
fo to be issued, at their par value, is No. 41.
Vegetable Compound lias done for mo
Scraped Flesh Off Bone Below Kneet extended and allowed to the said
Reyes Jaramilio, constable, pre during this trvinir period. Complete
Suffered So She Couldn't Sleep. present holders up to and until the cinct No. 27.
restoration to health means bo much,
Also Says:. "I Believe Cuticura
first day of September, A. D. 1911, in
other sufferDomingo Trujillo, constable,
pre to me that for the sake of to
make my
ing women I am willing
accordance with the terms herein- cinct No. 30,
Soap Is the Best Soap Made." .
trouble public so you may publish
after set out, and that the said privComes Eugenio Romero, JEsq, treas- this letter." Mrs. jtias.
jjakclay,
"Some time bro I was coming up some ilege 6f so exchanging the said bondr urer and collector . of the county of u.j;'.i., uraniteviue, vt.
board
tlie
when
crushed
under
me
like
Steps
for
medicine
Ko
woman's
shall
ills
cease
and terminate San Miguel and presents his stateother
absolutely
an egg shell, and my right limb went through
rect-iveund
such
and
has
to
and
on
the
said
1st
the
knee,
of
scraped
ment
all
business
of
transacted
day
September,
by
endorsement. A'o other mednesti on the bone Just
Jfi'PKK the
1911, and that the holders of the said "him as such treasurer and collector qualified
Inside and below the knee.
icine we know of has such a record
I neglected it for a day or
bonds who do not surrender and ex- for the month ending May 3, 1911, of cures as h.'is Lydia E. llnkham'a
two, then it began to hurt
change the same ton or before said and the same having been examined Vegetable Compound.
me pretty badly.
I put
For more than SO years it has been
balsam fir on to draw out
date shall be held and considered to by the board,, it is ordered filed.
woman's ills such as inllamma-tio- n,
the poison, but when I had
curing
have failed, refused and neglected to
Secur.dino Romero, sheriff of the
fibroid tumors, irregused it a week, it hurt so
ulceration,
.
l
l .
It.. ,1
surrender the same in accordance county of San Miguel, Territory of ularities, periodic pains and nervous
vim, a cutuigeu iu
''"f uuuj
ointment.
inat with this resolution.
ana it is unequalled for
New Mexico, submitted his report of prostration,
made It smart and burn so
women safely through the
And be it further resolved, that all liquor licenses collected by him for carryingof
badly that I couldn't use It any more, and
change of life.
period
that was the fourth week after I was hurt.
"Then I began to use Guticura Ointment persons now holding the said indebt- the month of May 1911, and the same
at Lynn, Mass.,
Mrs.
for the sore. It stopped hurting immediately
edness may surrender and exchange having been read to the board, it is invites Pinkham,
all sick women to write
and began healing right away. It was a
I
the same for the said new bonds by ordered filed.
lier for advice. lor advice is free,
sore before Cuticura Ointment healed
it, and I suffered so I couldn't sleep from
the aald present bonds,
H. C Smith, treasur rnd always helpful
delivering
from
Receipts
two days after I lell until I began using
with all coupons maturing after 1911 er, school district No. 2, and II. C. de
Cuticura Ointment.
st
"Cuticura Soap Is
soap I ever
thereto attached, on or before the Baca, treasurer of Las Vegas and mony, territory vs. Tomas Montoya,
saw. I have used all kinds of soap for washdate aforesaid, to the treasurer of school districts Nos. 1 and 4 for col- $5.00.
ing my face, and always it would leave my
I had to keep a lotion to
face smarting.
Jose Gonzales, constable, fees terrl-Jai- l,
this county, and thereupon new bonds lections for the month ending-Ma31,
stop the smart, no matter how expensive a of the issue herein
'
$1.75.
for
shall
provided
1911; also statement of liquor licenssoap I used. I find at last in Cuticura Soap
a soap that will clean my face and leave no
Pablo Vigil, land for road purposes
be delivered to the person so sur- es for the same month and statement
smarting, and I do not have to use any
rendering the said bonds, in the same of poll taxes, also receipts No. 1015 $10.00.
lotion or anything else to ease it. I believe
Cuticura Soap is the best soap made."
Juan G. y Gonzales, road supervl- amount as the bonds so surrendered. from the territorial treasurer for col(Signed) Mrs. M. E. Fairchild, 805 Lafayette
1fi 9K
au
And be it further resolved, that lections received were all
St., Wichita, Kan., May 8, 1911.
presented
Cruz Segura, Janitor for May, $55.
Cuticura Soap and Ointment are for sale
there shall be paid to the said Steph- to the board and it apeparing that
throughout the world, but to those who
J. M. Martinez, road overseer
en B. Davis, Jr., a commission of one- - such reports and receipts are in due
have suffered much, lost hope and are with$78.25.
out faith in any treatment, a liberal sample
half per cent upon the face value of form, the same are ordered filed,
Booklet will be
of each together with
John H. York, compensation of as
all the bonds so surrendered in acThe following accounts and bills
mailed free; on application. Address Potter
1910, $1,282.22.
sessor,
in
&
terms
Boston.
Cbcm.
22A,
cordance
with
the
Drug
Corp., Dept.
hereof,
against the county of San Miguel
John H. York, postage, stationery,
exchanged for the said new four per were examined, approved and orderetc., $19.20.
rent bonds, which said amount shall ed paid,
- M. M. Sundt, repairs at court house,
be In full payment of his services ir
William Harper, conveyance, Mora
$5.40.
of
and
said
the
exchange
procuring
road, $18.40.
Enrique Sena, Jailer, May. $50.00.
all expenses connected therewith, ex
W. F. Ellworth, land in precinct 4
Juan B. Coca, jailer. May, 9OOQ"--?
cepting the expense of preparing and for road purposes, $20.00.
Baca y Ctercla, Justice of the
Pilar Abeytla, repairing clocks, Felipefees
engraving the said bonds, 'which shall
$5.90.
peace,
be paid by the county.
$2.65.
Isaac
matches, etc.,' $1.65..
Davis,
Jesusita Jaramilio, land for road
And be it further resolved,' that for
fees
Francisco Chavez,
$8.00.
and
dischargpurposes,
of
the purpose
paying
1903-4- ,
$38.06.
suSerafin Archlbeque, bal. road
ing any of said bonds now outstand
Las Vegas Light and Power Co.,
ing, the holders of which shall fail, pervisor, District No. 9, 1904, $23.40.
May, $35.00.
lights,
insane
W, E. Kaser, examining
neglect or refuse to surrender the
Agua Pura Co., water license June
same and accept the said new bonds person, $10.00.
1 to July 1, $25.00.
Orlando Smith, lock, etc., district
in exchange therefor, on or before
Winters Drug Co., medicines for
'
the said first day of September, A. clerk's office, $4.00.
":
for Jail, $1,75,
D. 1911. There shall be sold of said
Colorado Telephone Co., phones for
to
Rafael Gallegos,
Interpreter
bonds hereby authorized an amount June, $20.00.
board, May $4.00.
for
Colorado
this county
Telephone Co., phones
Summer Colds sufficient to realize for value
Ludwig Wm. Ilfeld, oil, etc., $1.20.
Hay Fever
of the May, $22.65.
a sum equal to the face
Eugenio Gallegos y Sanchez, road
MUST BE RELIEVED QUICKLY
Cleofes Romero,
fees, overseer
said bonds not so surrendered and
second district, $78.50. AND WE RECOMMEND
exchanged, which said bonds so is board for prisoners, $444.00.
L. C. Ilfeld, gasoline on trip, set
Cleofes Romero,
fees,
sued shall be sola by tne county at
Foley's Honey
ting monuments, $3.00.
board for prisoners, $280.25.
the price of not less than ninely-sev- Secundino Romero, sheriff, fees,
en and one-haRoman Gallegos, wild animal boun- board prisoners, May, $319.00.
per cent of their face
Compound
H.
C.
For quick and definite results. value, and in consideration of the ty, $77.00.
Felipe Montoya, painting
For MEASLES' COUGH, for the COUGH services to be performed "by the said
and
for
labor
Baca
y
Garcia,
$30.00.
Felipe
fence,
that follows SCARLET FEVER, for Stephen B. Davis, Jr., as fiscal agent team, $2.00.
Alisandro Montoya, laying cement
WHOOPING COUGH, for as aforesaid, the option and privilege
CROUP,
ASTHMATIC CONDITIONS, or a cough
Red Cross Drug Co., medicine for wals, C. H., $117.56.
of whatever origin, including CHRONIC is hereby given to him to purchase Jail, 50c.
Fernando Baca appeared before he
COUGHS of ELDERLY PEOPLE, use the said bonds, if any are so issued
and filed complaint as to the
board
etc.
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound and sold as aforesaid, at the price Red Cross Drug Co., stationery,
and control of the pubcontsructlon
O.'G. SCHAEFER
and one-hal-f
of ninety-seveper cent clerk $4.55.
in precinct No. 39, near
road
lic
Red Cross Drug Co.
Red Cross Drug Co., medicines for
of their face value.
San Miguel county, and such
$1.60.
Jail,
that
And be it further resolved,
complaint alleging that one Rafael
Natividad Leyba, Justice of the Lucero, has unlawfully interfered with
none of the bonds aforesaid, exceptNOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
as
to
sold
peace,
those
be
aforesaid,
territory vs. Tomas Montoya, said public road, upon considieration,
ing
San
Probate
In the
Miguel
Court,
or
other
$5.30.
used
for
shall
be issued
any
County, New Mexico.
Francisco S. Leyba, taking testl- In the matter of the Estate of purpose than In exchange at their
(To Be Continued Tomorrow.)
Carlota Apodaca de Chavez, deceased. face value for the said bonds sold in
To Whom It May Concern: Notice accordance herewith shall be used
la hereby given that the final re- only for the purpose of paying and
In the discharging the said now outstandI ,.,J
- port of the administrator,
above entitled estate has been filed ing bonded Indebtedness, and that the
In said Court, and the 25th day of full faith and credit of this county
September, 1911 has been set by the and ail the taxable property therein
Court for the hearing of objections to be and it is hereby Inviolably pledgthe same and the final settlement of ed for the payment of the principal
said estate.
and interest of the said bonds.
Witness My Hand this 29th day of
And be it further resolved, that the
August, A. D., 1911.
treasurer of this county be and he
JOHN D. W. VEEDER,
hereby is instructed to immediate
Administrator.
give notice by publication once a
week for four consecutive weeks in
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
the Las Vegas Daily Optlo and In
In the Probate Court, San Miguel El
Independiente, both being newsCounty, New Mexico.
papers published in the county ot
In the matter of the estate cf Per-fec- San Miguel and
territory of New
Telles, deceased.
Mexico, and also by like publication
To Whom It May Concern: Nnise
in the Wall Street Journal, a newsis hereby given that the final report
paper published In the city and state
of the administrator. In the above inNew York, that tfpon presentation
of
titled estate has been filed In eaid of
said bonds, on or after the 1st
the
Court, and the 25th day of Septem(. '1
ot
day
September, 1911, designating
J
!
ber, 1911 has been set by the Court. the same
amount
and
date
number,
by
for the hearing of objections to the
i
will pay the same; and that insame and the final settlement of said he
terest upon all such bonds shall cease
estate.
thirty days after the last publication
of
29th
The farmer, the parson, the storekeeper, the judge
Hand
this
Witness My
diy
aforesaid.
August, A. D., 1911.
and the blacksmith all agree that they owe their youth-fulnes- s,
The resignation of Eplfanlo A.
ELMER E. VEEDER.
health and happiness to the regular use of Duffy's
Administrator.
Crespin, Justice of the peace of precinct No. 33, was properly presented
Pure Malt Whiskey as prescribed.
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GRAAF DRY GOODS COMPANY

When in want of anything in our line
there are many reasons why you can buy for
less of us. Get our prices, see the quality of meiv
chandise we offer, and if you are at all inclined to
trade to your best interest we will get
YOUR TRADE
Our stock is the cleanest and newest that could be selected anywhere. During the
past month, we have received new goods daily, and now have a better right than ever to claim
your business. Goods are all marked in plain figures and we challenge comparison with any
other store in this country.

EVERYTHING BETTER THAN EVER

n

Tec-olotit-

ffwr

Y"" 'Q 4 "

to

Petticoats, Novelties, Ribbons, Percales, Ginghams,
Dress Goods, Bags, Art Linens, Pillow Tops, and dozens of other articles, Comforts, Blankets'
New Laces, Embroideries,

Skirts,

Corsets, etc.
.' When you are down town, stop in. We are here to please and our aim usually is good.
We do please. Something special for today and tomorrow. Come down, don't phone.

Visit with us

COME EARLY

'

mm
mm

'Til' S!H
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can people, immune from the struggle
against grinding poverty pn the one
hand and the fierce race for redund
ant riches
other, live to a
reasonable age' and enjoy leisure and
TO
recreation undreamed of by the mass
of mediaeval times.
The moral of which Is: Beware of
wasting time on imaginary diseases
born of the superstition that this is
the most strenuous period In all his
FEDERAL
tory.

15, 1911.

MODERN KEPOSE
Modern skepticism Is only skin
deep. Beneath the cuticle we are as
credulous as the most superstitious
people of ancient times. Our enlightenment enables us to smile at
what our forefathers believed in, but
It does not enable us to foresee the
satirical smile our beliefs will arouse
in posterity. In essence, what is the
differesce between the carvea image
or crude myth and those specious
phrases which everybody accepts and
nobody analyzes?
For example, we have profound
confidence in a fiction to the effect
that at no other period of human history was life more strenuous than it
is today, and that Americans are leading the world in the rush with feverish haste to a premature grave.
In vain do h: sociologists quote

YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
New York, Sept. 15. A distinct improvement in the stock market from
yesterday's nervous and erratic fluctuations was evident during the morning. In the early trading the selling
was heavy enough to depress prices,
but the list soon rallied under the
stimulus of an improved demand such
as brought about yesterday's sharp
recovery. Prices fluctuated in a narrow manner during the second hour
and although the list showed slight
Irregularity at times the undertone
was good and the average level was
considerably above . yesterday's closing. Bonds were irregular.
When the foreign buying stopped
Union Pacific went off to 159 compared with 160, its highest figure. Other International stocks were not
much depressed and the whole list
subsequently rallied a good fraction
and became dull.
The market experienced another
seback, but as soon as prices' went to
a small fraction under yesterday's
closing buying' orders were uncovered
and the list hardened again.
'
The close was steady. The afternoon market was a succession of declines and rallies with prices in no In
stance getting far away from yesterUnited States Steel
day's closing.
and the Harrlman stocksi broke to the
lowest of the day before the close and
the whole market went oft in sympathy, with some recovery
NEW

SHOOTING AFFRAY

"

PUBLISHED BY
THE OPTIC PUBLISHING

DAILY
Copy

comparative statistics to disprove the
theory. A politiclan"'Soins 'k 'jsew
phrose, "the strenuous life,'' and
itrilghtway we assume it to stand
for a new thing.
Similarly the physicians 'invent
new names for diseases and we Imagine that the diseases' themselves
are new. Worse still, because ql "their
supposed newness, these ailment become
fashionable.
Appendicitis,
neurasthesia and nervous exhaustion
are but some of the complaints A diagnosis of which often flatters, the
patient by certifying to his hlgfc degree of civilization and attesting his
h t"
social status.
Is there anything to show that nervous exhaustion is a scourge 'among
those who physically .or , mentally
bear the burden of the world's
work? Is it not far more prevalent
with the overfed and underworked
mas and the woman more familiar
with bridge or Browning than kitchens and cookery books?
A little reflection along these lines
should explode the fallacy that we
Americans that is, the overwhelming majority of us are living too
fast, and that the modern civilization
which we tipify is ruching, with the
velocity of an aeroplane to a neurasthenic inferso.
In a recent issue of the Sociological Review George Paish, editor of
the London Statist, says that our
life to the average man of the Middle Age would seem chiefly remarkable not for Its strenuousity but for
its repose. Man works less and less
with each succeeding year and the
work he does is progressively less
y
fatiguing.
His food grows more nourishing
and plentiful, he is better clothed
and housed, the diversioss of his
leisure have increased and he Is no
longer held in ceaseless terror by
famines, scourges and pestilences.
In former times the struggle was
not for surplus wealth and ease, the
goal of modern effort, but for the"
attainment of sheer secessities.
Labor then lilled every waking
hour, and though some today fight
hard for certain expensive luxuries,
that fight is far less strenuous than
was the daily battle for a crust in the

on-th-
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TAFT'S TRIP TO TIIK MOON
In the great calm that has settled
upon Washington since the statesmen left, the newspaper men are fig

uring out President Taffs mileage of
official travelingi since 1900 when he
went to govern the Philippines. They
procount up, including the
jected trip 275,000 miles.
Phileas Fogg was called a great
traveler when he went around the
Mr. Taft's
distance total
earth.
would reach around the world at our
nits. v. - "
uuica
iaiiiuua ay
would take a city man 150 years
going daily to and from his work an
average distance of three miles to
equa Mr. Taft's travel record In ten
The president could have
years.
gone 630 times between Washington
and his Cincinnati home without exceeding his actual mileage. He
might have flown from the Washington Observatory to the moon 238,800
miles with 36,200 miles left over to
satellite.
explore that
From Washington to the moon and
enough mileage saved for a good
start back! Mr. Taft is the Great
American Traveler.

i

pock-marke- d

o

Great Advantage to Worklngmen
J. A. Maple, 125 S. 7th S., Steuben-ville- ,
"For years I suffered
O., says:
from weak kidneys and a severe bladder trouble. I learned of Foley Kidney Pills and their wonderful cures so
I began taking them and sure enough
I had as good results as any I heard
about. My backache left me and to
one of my business, expressman, that
alone is a great advantage. My kidneys acted free and normal, and that
saved me a lot of misery. It Is now
a pleasure to work where It used to
be a misery. Foley Kidney Pills have
cured me and have my highest
Middle Ages.
praise." O. G. Schaefer and Red
Co.
The solcalled intensity of modern Cross Drug
life is more than offset by the
of its comforts. A transcon-tlneetWhen a man is mean and cranky
trip in a Pullman means his wife is willing to admit that he
less to the nerves than a trip to a has a peculiar disposition.
neghboring state in the old stage
11
Good intentions are terribly slow
coach.
And the vast majority of the Ameri beginners.
A

rest-fulne-

-j-

r.:.--

ARE

CLOUDCROFT

ESCAPADE

CURES
ZzrJa ez'a...Qo RHEUMATISM
the
tl
the

i
an- excess of
DKeiimiitism
- uric acid in
-iw""-"- -"
l lie usuali tauoi vi
vital fluid, and prevents
this
blood which weakens and acidifies
afforded the muscles, nerves and
proper amount of nourishment being
tendons. The pains and aches of Rheumatism may be temporarily
relieved by the use of liniments, hot applications, and, other external
treatments, but the disease cannot be permanently benefited by such
measures, and is bound to become chronic and dangerous if msuch
5 S.S. cures Rheumatism the
things are depended upon alone.
It goes down into the
disease.
the
to
cure
is
it
possible
only way
so that the
circulation
tne
from
acid
uric
the
blood, and removes
nournerves, bones, muscles and joints are ail lubricated and fed with with
and
inflamed
irritated
of
constantly
instead
being
ishing matter
the sharp, acrid impurity. When S.S.S. has cleansed and purified
the blood the pains and aches cease, all inflammation disappears,
stiffened muscles are made supple, and every symptom of Rheumatism
to all.
passes away. Book on Rheumatism and medical advice free
S.S.S. is for sale at drugstores.
,
Til SWlsT SPECIFIC CC ATLANTA, CA.

Santa Fe, N. M. Sept. 15. The
grand Jury of the territorial district
court, at Alamogordo, which has been
hearing evidence for several days
.
past, failed to make a report on the
trouble at Cloudcroft a few weeks
ago, when the cabins of the negro servants of the Lodge were fired into,
but the matter has not been dropped
The present grand Jury
entirely.
passed it up to the federal grand jury
which also has jurisdiction and which
(Ineoporated)
wii' meet in November. The matter
will be turned over by District Attorney W. H. H. Llewellyn to Federal
District Attorney David Leahy for inand Dealer In
vestigation, and it Is reported that a
WOOL.
detective will be sent to Cloudcroft to
work up the evidence. It is stated
that the evidence was strong agjins:
VEIIICLES-K- IS'
BAIN WAGONS-RAC- INE
two men, but not enough to warrant
the Jury In returning an indictment,
at least not enough to have convictSEVEU
ed the indicted men. Too much secret society, Is the way one man puts
MATCH
GOLF CHAMPIONSHIP
East Las Vegas, N. M., Albuquerque, N. M., Tucumcari, N. M
it; he says the people examined
15.
When
of
N.
half
Y.,
Sept.
Rye,
Corona, N. M-- , Rowe, N. M., Pecos, N. M.,
were in most cases lodge brothers.
s
in the amateur golf
the
Trinidad, Colorado
1
championship was finished at
II. H. Hilton of Entoday,
ITALY HONORS PRINCE.
e
Rome, Sept. 15. Italy celebrated to- gland was five up on Charles W.
Y
N.
New
and
of
Rochelle,
fuESS!
day the seventh birthday of her
ture king, the little Prince of Piel-mon- Charles Evans, Jr., of Chicago, was
3 up on Frederick
Herreshoff, of
upon whom the hopes ot the nation are centered. Next Wednesday Manchester, VL
the subjects of King Victor Emmanuel will hold another celebration,
TAILOR FOR MEN
in observance of the anniversary of
fall
and
the
the occupation of Rome
of the temporal power of the papacy.
W can promise you a clear, clean
Everything Made at Home. Stylish and Up-to-dskin and a beautiful complexion if
you use ZEMO and ZEMO SOAP acBring in Your Cleaning and Pressing
A girl will refuse a man a kiss in cording to directions.
ZEMO Is a ekin beautlfier and a
an Indignant tone of voice, who
would have rejoiced inwardly had he scientific preparation for the treatWILL DOLL BUILDING
603 LINCOLN
ment of eczema, pimples; dandruff
taken It without asking.
and all diseases of the skin and scalp.
ZEMO SOAP is the nicest, best lathA bachelor fools himself with the ering antiseptic soap you ever used
belief that he can sidetrack mar- for toilet or hath.
v
Sold by druggists everywhere and
riage up to the last minute if he
In East Las Vegas by O. G. Schaefer.
wants to,
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The Shoe Fashions
Are:

Has to Offer in
Ladies' Ready-toWear

We respectfully announce
the openind of our new

Our Suits all show the new cut
of coat and the new line of skirt,

the new materials, the new colors,
the new trimmings, and are priced
from

$17.50 to $40.00

Know when you enter our
door you will see authentic
styles and shades; know that we place
on sale none but reliable merchandise;
know that we shall ask you only a reasonable price. Looking to the future of our
business we so conduct it as to deserve
your patronage. Buy from us one season

merchandise for fall, and
we invite you to come to our store and
see what this Autumn offers. Long experience has taught us which makers
produce the best garments and fabrics
that will wear well and hold their color
best. When you buy from us you have
the benefit of our long experience.

and you will be a customer always.

Women's boots for early fall
will run to tan and brown leathers
to bridge the jump from summer
white to winter's sombre shades.
Velvet and satin boots remain, reinforced by the strength of this material in autumn costume style.
Gunmetal finished leathers have
evidently come to stay tor street
wear. Toe shapes will be a trifle
fuller and always the high arch and

short

fore-pa-

rt

effect is

sought--

a

result of the short skirt vogue. And
the Autumn Shoes are here.

Three Days of Special Bargains" "Friday, Saturday and !2onday, September
15, 16

Your choice b any

i

'

'

Oxford

....

Jt.:

;;j

and 13.

$1.75 Wool Ribbed Union Suits

$5.00 All .Wool Plaid Blankets $3.49

i $3.50 or $4.00 Ladies Pump or

A seasonable ppportunity-"-u- l
sized
and
dark
light
patterns. Speqaljprice

i.

v

For, women sizes
guaranteed,:--

;5, .6
'

'

,

..,;.,..;,;

See our line of fine

and 7,

jform-ntting--

?

ol

Suits at $3.95

suits
All $5.00 values. These
suit
are by long odds the best
;
r' values yet offered at $3.95. They are tak-di-;en

"'"vf

all-wo- ol

directly fronVour stock designed to

$3.95

$1.39

store

The

All-Wo-

rect your attention to this department,
"

$3.49 per pair
4

Boys'

all-wo- ol

j

rfr.r--

$2.98

of Quality

!

j

Sale of Lingerie Waists for Women
A special feature.We have culled some
of the daintiest lingerie waists from our
stock and decided to hasten their departure fry. pricing ioirt jwith .disregard, yto
their values. Always sold from $1.50 to
$2.0p
.,
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Special price,.,

Headwear For Every-

Underwear for School
Boys and Girls and for
Men and Women.

I

t

,.

1

lt

V

Shapes entirely new and differ

Jf JI

ent from any shown before.

Las Vegas.

&Sm,A fc.feradgj

N.M.
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Sulbscri&c for The Optic

at the Best
Models the Season

parel

and PELTS

HOUSES
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will find what you want here.

Bj

You
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LA8 VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

Tha Frescrlpf ibnist

The man who does the
weighing, the measuring
the man who knows how
and why the man on
whom everything depends.
Our responsibility is never
lost sight of for a moment
in prescription filling. Every
prescription leaving our
store Is faultless from any
standpoint that you may
take. You may feel safe
and sure if we fill your
prescription.
.

WINTERS DRUG

CO.

Plioue Main 3

FRIENDS
NEIGHBORS and FELLOW
CITIZENS

We are located at 523
Sixth Street.
We want your business
and will SUIT you or
"bust a hame-strintryg"

ing.
Let us hear from you.

I

The Parisian Dry Cleaners

PERSONALS
J. A. Reihl arrived from his home
in Albuquerque this morning.
r. . .fierce returned last night
irom a business trip to Denver.
Mr .and Mrs. Skldmore, Jr., are In
gas rrom their home in
iw
Vaughn, N. M."
J. L. Enos otrprescott, Ariz., Is In
Las';Vegas('on a business trip and is
stopping, a the' lW Optic hotel.
William Tipton, son of Dr. W. R.
Tipton, wiU leave tomorrow afternoon for the East to attend school.
J. M. Lee, traveling auditor for the
Santa Fe with headquarters here, came
in last night from a business
trip.
O. A. Larrazolo returned last
night
from Clayton where he had been for
several days on court and other business.
,
Miss Gazella Newman returned to
her home in Pueblo last night after
a vfait with frienda and relatives in
this city.
George Hardin, manager of the
West side picture show, left last night
for Pueblo to look after some busi
ness affairs
,
John Yerby left yesterday afternoon
for his home in Wagon Mound after
spending several days In Las Vegas
it on business.
Mrs. Harry West of Brookfield, Mo.,
is the guest of her daughter, Mrs.
Earl Welz, at her home on Wasfiing-to- a
avenue.
C. L. Cline, claim
adjuster for the
Santa Fe, came in last night and will
leave again tonight on a business trip
for the road.
Cecil Boucher will return Sunday
afternoon to Champaign, 111., where
he will resume his studies at the
University of Illinois in the architec-

tural department

yesterday afternoon on her way to
her home in Albuquerque after a visit
with her mother In Springer.
A. H. Harris the real estate man returned from a business trip to Chicago this afternoon.
A. F. Parker arrived from his home
in El Paso this afternoon and Is registered at the Castaneda hotel.
Mrs. Emma, Pratt who has been
the guest of Mrs. Dan Rhodes for several weeks, returned thiB afternoon
to her home In Fort Worth, Tex.
Mrs. Paul Sherman, wife of Division Accountant Sherman left yesterday morning for Topeka where she
was called by the illness of her mother.
T. J. Scott, transportation inspector
on the Santa Fe with headquarters In
Las Vegas, went on a trip to the
southern part of the state yesterday
afternon.
A. D. Higgins, who is commander
of the state G. A. R. arrived this afternon from Rochester, N. Y- - where
he went several weeks ago to attend
the annual G. A., R. meeting. Since
the meeting he has been visiting
friends in New York state.
After spending several days in Las
Vegas Dr. S. Alonzo Bright, who is at
the head of the Methodist missionaries In this state, left for Santa Fe
this afternoon to attend the regular
quarterly conference. From Santa Fe
he will return to his home and headquarters In Albuquerque.
The funeral of the late Mrs. A. W.
Patterson will be held at the Patterson home, 1023 Third street at 10
o'clock tomorrow morning.
The services will be in charge of the Rev.
Norman Skinner of the Presbyterian
church and burial will occur in the
Masonic cemetery.
CELEBRATIONS

ABANDONED.

City of Mexico, Sept. 15. Today
marked the beginning of the annual
celebration of Mexican Independence
day. At the instigation of the author
ities
the custojnary celebrations
throughout the republic were modified
or abandoned altogether, owing to tho
present disturbed conditions and also
to the fact that In previous years th
holiday has included the birthday cele
bration in honor of President Diaz.

Mr. and Mrs. A. R. Clark passed
through Las Vegas In their touring
car yesterday afternoon on their return trip to their home In Garden
City,
stopping here just long enough
CONTRACTOR and BUILDER
to get supplies for the trip.
Estimates ITurnlshed on All Kinds of
A. M. Horn, a contracter of Tu- Building iob Woik a Specialty.
cumcari, arrived last night from
Phone Main 336.
Opposite Optic Raton where he has been building
the addition to the Miners' hospital
Mr. Horn came to Las Vegas to comare people who believe
Gossips
William Spiegelberg ' continued on plete arrangements for commencing twice as much as
they hear.
his journey to his former home lu the building of the new Elks' home,
Santa Fe yesterday afternoon after for which he has the contract.
a short visit at the home of Simon
Mrs. Sidney Rosenwald, cousin of
Too much fuss is made over things
Eacharach.
Cecilio Rosewald, passed through here. of no earthly importance.

Frank Revell,
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-
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No. 26
SATURDAY

7:30

EVENING,

TO

9:30

Saturday evening has become the most popular and desirable time to do your trading.
In addition to the usual attractions to be had at any time there 'is always a number of
Extra Specials to be had at our store between the houcs of 7:30 and 9:30 each Saturday evening. These sales have met with the approval of everyone attending them. If you have nOj
been among the Saturday evening crowds you have missed some excellent bargains. Now is the
v

time to try us.

Saturday evening of this week we have our After Supper Sale No. 27. If you attend you'll
be amply repaid for the values are unusual. If you don't, you'll probably regret not having
done so.

ORDERS ACCEPTED

CASH ONLY NO TELEPHONE

10

Blankets 69c

$1.15

10

One lot of full 10-- Cotton Blankets, German finish, either grey or tan, worth
After Supper
$1.15 a pair for our
Sale, per pair
4

i a

69c

lif.

f

Sheets J 30c
506 Hemmed
:OR SV.S K.!i.

;J3
vi

lit--

ful1

.r

''j

ifkVt
T
front's00'"'
Blze 72x90 Sheet mad.
bleaohed Sheeting, torn and hemmed
worth 50c each for Saturday evening
'

uJ

only

"

'

,j

OS i

12

r;'."t
t

..

jI- c

'2!V-- 1

.J

69c

jc Outing: Flannel 10c

12Mc Amoskeag Outing Flannel, light, dark
and solid colors, all good patterns,

10c

Rosenwald

QmJ

Mexico's

leading

JO

NEW MEXICO

&ffUQ

IS PREPARING TO ISSUE FOLDER
FOR SANTA FE RAILWAY
TO NEW STATE.

OLD

TIME

CEMETERY

AVENUE

D

UP

For the purpose of gathering information which he will incorporate in
a folder for the Santa Fe railway,
which will be given exclusively to
New Mexico, Fred L. Vandergrlft,
editor of the Earth, a Chicago publi
cation devoted to the advertisement
of the southwest, is making a trio
through the new state. Mr. Vander-grif- t
was here today. In company
with David J. Leahy, Colonel M. M.
Padgett and Harry W. Kelly he made
a trip in a touring car o the dry
farming section on the mesa. Mr.
Vandergrlft expects to go from here
directly to Albuquerque where he
will be joined by H. B. Hening, secretary of the New Mexico bureau of
Mr. Hening and Mr.
immigration.
Vandergrift will make a trip to several parts of the new state, following
the route of the Santa Fe.
Mr. Vaii)3ergrift
says the folder
will contain matter concerning every
city and county through which tho
Santa Fe railway passes. He will include some information concerning
land laws and dry farming in order
that the new homesteader and farmer may be well posted upon his ar
rival here without consulting costly
authorities and without difficulty. Mr.
Vandergrift will also furnish an inarticle concerning New
teresting
Mexico to the Earth in the near future.
Mr. Vandergrift says that while in
Colfax county yesterday he was told
the
wonderful things concerning
orchards near Cimarron. He was In
formed that the Chase orchard In
that neighborhood produced two
years ago, 32,500 boxes of apples.
Each box brought the owners of tho
orchard $1.25, the purchasers accepting the fruit on the ground and paying for the boxes. Mr. v"anflergrift
says he was Informed that some of
the fruit had been sent to Grand
Junction, Colo., reboxed pnd sold as
Colorado fruit. He says the owners
of the orchard say tneir crop tnis
year will amount to 12,000 boxes.
Last year's crop was three times at
large.

GHASTLY

ON

or LENOX

L

HILL GIVES
RELICS

KNOWN BY THE MARK

:.iil

TAUPERT

While engaged In digging a trench
in the alley of the rear of the former
home of Joshua Raynolds on Nation-

al avenue yetserday afternoon workmen employed on the sewer gang un
earthed an old coffin . The laborer
who made the discovery heard his
gave
pick strike something which
forth a hollow sound. He peered In-- J
to the small crevice cut by the pick
and examined what he had found.
When he discovered it to be a coffin
the man clambered out of the trench
He said
with startling suddeness.
he made his departure for the purpose of telling Sewer Inspector Ted
Hayward what he had found.. His
fellow workmen say the man got out
of the trench because he was scared.
The coffin was not opened or disturbed. It was resting out of the direct route of the sewer ditch and the
workmen let it remain unmoved.
Old residents of Las Vegas say that
a cemetery once existed on the brow
of the hill In the rear of the Raynolds
residence. Burials were made there
from an early day until shortly after
the Santa Fe railway made its way
to thi3 city. At the time the cemetery was started the site of the present city of Las Vegas was as bare
as open range except that a few
houses had been thown up by natives. The entire settlement of Las
Vegas was confined within the limits
of what is now called Old Town or
the West Bide. The old burying
ground occupied a beautiful location
on the brow of a hill overlooking the
river.
The arrival of the railway drew
settlements nearer the tracks. New
arrivals In Las Vegas took up land
on the east side of the river and it
was not long until the old cemetery
had become the property of home
steaders. Then it ceased to be used
as the final resting place of the dead.
Some of the bodies were removed
and laid in graves In other cemete
ries but the greater number remain
ed where they1 lay. Some of the older
native residents remember the names
of a few of the people who were laid
to rest In the old cemetery.
At various times skulls and other
GRAYS
ALBUQUERQUE
human bones have been dug up on
the hill north of the Normal Univer
OPEN SERIES HERE sity. In digging a dry well at the
Raynolds home two skulls were found
twenty years ago. The hill Is now
WEEKS IS SCHEDULED TO PITCH covered with houses. In digging celFOR PAD'ILLA'S GANG WITH
lars for those structures human bones
BARR OPPOSING.
frequently have been exposed. The old
Santa Fe trail ran near the old cemesome of the bodies reposing
The first game of the Maroons' tery and
those of persons who met
in
are
it
series with the Albuquerque urays
on
the plains in fights with
was played this afternoon at Amuse death
or
Indiana
by disease and exposure.
are
keyed
ment nark. Both teams
the
of
Some
leading Spanish residents
series
prom
and
the
for
the games
up
- of Las Vegas are
old
villageof
the
ises to be a hot one. Rube Weeits
their
last
sleep there today
contest
sleeping
the
start
to
was scheduled
marvelous
changes
the
of
unconscious
anc1 ".Polly" Barr was to have bean
since
effected
they
been
have
that
Ma
the
for
rubber
tho man on the
couch
roons. Barr has it up to him to get gathered the drapery of their
and lay down to pleasant
revenge for the "slip up" on last Fri about them
dreams.
He
Duke
City.
at
the
afternoon
day
may be expected to pitch hard to
beat the "Rube." To quote one of
Cleofes Romero, warden at the
the Albuquerque papers, the Gruys state penitentiary at Santa Fe, ac
are here to take the Maroons Into ccmpanied by hla wife, arrived in
camp for three; straight, ibut ho
Las Vegas yesterday afternoon. .
they expect to do this is a question
without an answer.
Weeks also has Btated that in ono
of the games he intends to hand the
Meadow City Boys a row of goosa
However, he has nothing on
eggs.
Captain Barr, and no matter In what
game they meet it will be a pitchers'
battle. Bill Barngrover of the Ama- rillo Cowboys is on the Grays pitch
ing staff and with "Bugs" Newmeyer
the Grays will do their best to get
even for the two straight defeats
We have received a fine line
handed them by the Maroons on the
Thi3
Misses' and Women's Tailorweek.
of
Albuquerque grounds last
afterfcoon all of the lAs; Vegas slug
ed Suits inairtheleadinff'shades
.''mu v.
gers attempted ."to put la. a supply of and models
fall clothing by endeavoring to slam
and
the cover .off the ball. The teams
and
Sunday.
tomorrow
play again
Rev. O. P. Miles will begin a series
of discourses next Sunday morning
at the Baptist church on the general
subject: "What Did Christ Not Do

That We Would Have Done." The
people are invited to hear this minister In the discussion of these sub-

Wig Why do you think he is xich"?
He looks as though he hadn't a cent
in the world. Wagg Only a rich
man can "afford ".td"loor as; though he
handn't a; cent in the .world. ; .:- '
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ADVERTISE

JEWELER and OPTICIAN

ANNOUNCEMENT
Special Display

of

Fin e Mill in ety
Friday and Saturday
September 15 and 16
STRASS MILLINERY SHOP

il Hfll ..

Get Ready For the

I

BIG CONVENTION
v,r

Special Notice:We rent or
yell Cots, Mattresses, Pillows
and other items.

Get Busy Now and

Make Your Specifications

7jj VnlzsoG for Saturday
r.londDy sunt Tuo&dBy
,

rr--

Blankets in white, tan and gray; regular
the
Blankets, all colors,
95o for the $1.25 cotton
$1.35 for the $1.75 cotton Blankets, all colors.
Blankets.
plaid
$2.50 for the $3.75 heavy
60c for

10-- 4

75c values

11-- 4

wool-Na- p

,

11-- 4

off on all Wool Blankets, also comforts.
t
65c for the $1.00 all feather lllows.
'
11c for the 15c Bleached Pillow Cases.
15c for the 25c Bleached Pepperell Pillow Cases.
lx90 Bed Sheets.
C9o for the $1.00 Pepperell Bleached
ends. (
wire
woven
Cots,
straight
the
$2.25
for
$1.75
'twill
you.
Linoleum
and
about
us
pay
to
Rugs,
Talk

One-fift- h

Suits

Slti

for Saturday evening only, choice, per
yard

EDITOR OF EARTH SEVER WORKMEN

New. Fall Tailored

yards Gingham 69c

Apron
yards of the best Amoskeag
checks, any color, worth 85c every-Evening
where, for our Saturday
Sale, 10 yaTds for.....'.. 'I

- FIVE

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 15, 1911,
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Prices Thai Villi
Talk
We will be pleased to show you.

Hoffman &
Graubarth
Bridge Street Phone Main 104

15he ROSENTHAL;
Opposite Y M.

C

A.-

East Las Veoas, N.

M

Hams For Sale

iso Head

of Rambouillet and Delaine Merino Rams

; These rams aie specially bred for range purposes and by one
df the best breeders in the United States. We have had them at
touf ancfi since the 1st of July. They are in fine shape for service
this lall.j Woujd be pleased to meet parties at any of the trains
stoppingfat our station, Shoemaker, and show them the rams.
Tot urtherlparticulars address,
.

Winiiers---Opti- c

J. P. Van Houterv

Co.

Shoemaker, N. M.

Classified Ads

u5he Optic

Estray Advertitament
Notice is hereby given to whom it
may concern that the following described estray animal was taken up by
John W. Dovldhizar, East Las Vegas,

Estray Advertisement
Notice U hereby given to wnom It
may concern that the following de
scribed estray animal was taken up by
Fred Valdez, Cimarron, N. M.
One bay colt, 700 ids, u
hands.
Branded
1
1
On left shoulder
Said animal being unknown to uu
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before Oct. 5, 1911, said date being 10
day after last appearance of this ad
vertisement, said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
Albuquerque, N. M.
To-wi- t:

r

CALL FOR REPUBLICAN

"MASS MEETING" WAS

THE LOBBY

RESTAURANT. AND CAFE
DINNERS

SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR

DEMOCRATIC

RALLY

STATE CONVENTION 7 HE BEST

GOODS

OBTAINABLE ALWAYS

HANDLED

N. M.

One sorrel horse, 8 years
years old, S50 lbs, four foot four in
ches nigh.
Branded
t'mm '"J
On left hip
Jj
Said animal being unknown to mis
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before Oct 5, 1911, said date being 10
days after last appearance of this ad
vertisement said stray will be sold
'11
tr this Board for the benefit of the
cwner when found.

Whereas, pursuant to the provisions
JUNTA IS NOT IDEN- of
the Enabling Act and the resolu
SOCIETY AND
FIED UNTIL CROWD GATHtion adimtting New Mexico into the
ERS TO. VIEW REMAINS
Sisterhood of States, the governor of
brothers always welcome to Ui
New Mexico has issued his proclama- CHAPMAN LODGE NO. 2, A. F.
wigwam. W. O. Wood, sachem.
A. M. Regular comCuriosity impelled a number of men tion ordering an election to be held
David Flint, chief of records
to go last evennlgto1 the city hall on Tuesday, November 7, 1911, for
munication first and
for the purpose of learning the nat the purpose of electing the various
collector of wampum.
third Thursday in each
ure of a "mass" meeting which had congressional, state, legislative, Judi
month. Vlaltlng broth1st pub. Sept 14, last pub. Sept 25,
been advertised during the afternoon clal and county officers authorized by
ers cordially invited. B. P. O. ELKS Meets second
about
means'
handed
the
circulars
constitution
heretofore
AOVER
of
CLASSIFIED
FOR
by
HATES
adopted William H. Stapp. W. M.; Chas. n.
fourth Tuesday evening of
Estray Advertisement
sur
was
little
with
on
BOARD.
streets.
New
the
the
It
cf
by
SANITARY
Mexico;
CATTLE
TISEMENT8
people
whom
It
to
Notice U hereby given
Sporleder, Secretary.
month a' O. R. C. halL Viaitln
Now, Therefore, pursuant to and
Five cents per lino each Insertion mav concern that the following de-Albuquerque, N. M. prise that the visitors learned the
are cordially invited. G.
Brothers
"11
2,
affair was a democratic gathering. In accordance with resolutions adopt- LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO.
Etlnate tlx ordinary words to a tcribed estrey animal was tatcenN. upMlDy 1st pub. Sept 14, last pub. Sept. 25,
H.
W.
Exalted Ruler; D- W.
Bennett
Chas.
Moriarty,
Hunker,
the
Com
ed
around
word
during
by the Republican Central
lw. No ad to occupy less space than
Passing the
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
One stallion horse, cream
TuesCondon,
two lines. All advertisements charg- colored. 3 to 5 years. BOO lbs., 1Z
Estray Advertisement
Secretary
second
day to the democrats that the meet mittee of New Mexico In convention
conclave
Mar
Notice is neroby given to wbom It ing was to be their affair the lead asembled at Santa Fe, New Mexico,
ed will be booked at space actually hands
"
day In each month at
de
the
following
concern
In
F. O. E. Meets first and third Tueson
that
C.
succeeded
of
eta without regard to number Zt
ers
a
m.
may
call
1911,
5,
that
Branded
getting
party
Tuesday, September
sonlo Temple at 7:30 p.
Q()
On rleht shoulder
Re
scribed estray animal was taken up by a fair turnout of the unterrified. Cu- is hereby issued for the holding of the
Tamme.
words. Cash In advance preferred,
r
r
.
r.hu
"
w.
,
V
day evenings each month, at FraUM.
V.,
Branded
W. p Ttlevins. Lincoln, N. M.
the rest of the crowd. first republican state convention In corder. .
brought
riosity
ternal Brotherhood hall. Visltini
On left hip
One black horse, 16 years, which
comfortably filled the council the' City of Las Vegas, New Mexico,
Said animal being unknown to iui 725 lbs.,
Brothers
cordially invited to attend.
chamber. The meeting was not ad- at 10 o'clock In the forenoon of Thurs
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
CHAPTER NO. 3,
VEGAS
LAS
Sis
Branded
p.
B.
F.
McUuire,
Preaiaent; E. C
before Oct 5, 1911, said date being 10
vertised in respect to its reaL pur- day, the 28th day of September, A
On left hip
ROYAL ARCH MASONS Regular
days after last appearance o.' this ad
Ward,
Secretary.
1911, for the purpose of nominat
pose.
convocation first Monday
vertisement said estray will be sold
Said animal being unknown to this
Some of the men present said they ing candidates for the various con
In each month at Ma- KNIGHTS OF
by this Board for the benefit of the Board, unloss claimed by owner on or
COLUMBUS, COUNCIL
had the opinion the meeting was a gressional and state offlecs created
owner when found.
sonic Temple, at 7:30 p.
804 Meets second and fourts
NO.
before Oct. 5, 1911, said date being ad-10 baseball enthusiasm gathering. Oth- and authorized by lawj and the Re
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
m, J. A. Rutledge, H.
days after last appearance of this
Thursday In O. R. C. hali, Pioneer
Albuquerque, N. M
ers thought it was republican in nat- publican Central committees of the
sold
be
will
said
P.; Chas. H- - Sporleder,
estray
'11
1st pub. Sept 14, last pub. Sept. 25,
vertisement,
building.
Visiting memoers are corso
various counties of the new state ex
benefit of ;tx ure and some even imagined the
secretary.
Optte's Number, Main 2.
by this Board for the
W. R. Tipton, G. K.;
Invited.
dially
a
as
have
Junta.
were
to
committee
cialists
this
otherwise
cept
going
by
owner wben found.
Estray Advertisement
E. P. Mackel, F. S.
to
an
issue
are
call
the
organization
ordered,
During
required
evening
Notice la hereby given to whom it
BOARD.
CATTLE SANITARY
O. E
for the holding, upon such notice and RANSFORD CHAPTER NO. 2,
to be known as the Democratic-Progressiv- e
may concern that the following de
V
Albuquerque, N. M.
Fri I. O. O. F LAS VEGAS LODGE NO.
third
and
scribed estray animal was taken up by
S. Meets first
'11
Republican ciub was formed. date as they may deem expedient,
1st pub. Sept 14, last pub. Sept. 25,
Nabor Padilla, Bell, N. M.
1. Meets every
Mil.
ilnva In Masonic Temple.
Monday evening at
The last two sections of the name county conventions for the purpose
One light red white fac
WANTED TO RENT A furnished
hall on Sixth street. All iit-lntheir
of
Is
to
state
as
said
club
off
well
be
left
the
M. Tripp, Worthy Matron;
electing delegates
6 or 7 years old, 800 lbs., 50
might
Advertisement
cow,
Agnes
Estray
house, or four furnished rooms, for Inches.
brethren cordially Invited to atNotice Is hereby given to whom it neither progressive or republican; it convention, at which the basis of re
Thomas B. Bo wen. Worthy Patron;
housekeeping, must be modern and
tend.
Carl Carl Wertz, N. G.; A.
de1
s
On left hip
was
indi
as
shall
for
be
presentation
delegate
standpat democrat,
may concern that the following
Mrs. Minerva A, Howell, Secretary.
reasonable ; by permanent reliable
T. Rogers, V.' G.; T. M. Elwooo.
Branded
B0 or
or
cated
of
fraction
thereof
100,
character
of
the
each
was
the
by
speech
takepupby
animal
scribed estray
renter; not health seekers. Ad
W. E. Crites, treasurer;
F73 Perfeto Salas, Santa Rosa, N.7 orM. 8 es made by several of the men pres more, of the votes cast for the republi Phone Main 231, 721 Fourth street. ' Secretary;
dress L. M. K, care Optic
C. V. Hedgoock, cemetery trustee.
ent and the fact that none but demo can candidates for delegate to con
Ear mark
One black horse,
NU
LODGE
DORADO
V
Said animal being unknown to tola years, 710 lbs., 5 hands.
crats signed their namea on the mem gress at the election of 1908, and 1 EL
WANTED Pay or board at start Board, unless claimed
Branded
MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
,
Meets
PYTHIAS
OF
by owner on Mr
roll.
each
KNIGHTS
at
from
delegate
county
large
bership
learn trade, automobiles, electricity, before Oct. 5, 1911, said date being 10 On left shoulder
Meet in tie forest of brotherly
evenames of the officers of the now in existence; upon which basis
The
Monday
every
by actual days after last appearance of this ad
plumbing, bricklaying
Branded
love at the Fraternal Brotherhood
the
con
said
at
state
club
most
as
of
are
these
representation
follows;
hall.
Castle
In
said
will
sold
be
vertisement
ning
estray
work on Jobs. Only few monthg r
On left hip
men are democrats: M. Cellers, presi vention from the several counties of
hall, on the second and fourth Friby this Board for the benefit of the
Visiting Knights are
quired and no apprentice drudgery; owner when found.
to
mis
unknown
G. Coors, Eplfanlo Galle- New Mexico shall be as follows:
Said animal being
day of each month at 8 p. m. C. Clay,
dent;
Henry
200 students last year. Catalogue
invited.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
cordially
Bernalillo
25
unless claimed by owner on or gos and Rafael Gallegos, vice presiConsul; G. Laemmle, Clerk. Visit-iu- g
Board,
Llebsch-aieSchool.
Los
Trade
free. United
Chas. E.
Albuquerque, N. M.
10
date
said
10
being
Chaves
G.
W.
Oct.
5,
1911,
Alfred
before
secretary;
dents;
Ogle,
1st
especially welcome
pub. Sept. 14, last pub. Sept. 25, '11
Chancellor and neighbors are
Angeles, California.
17
Colfax
days after last appearance or tnis ad Lulan, assistant secretary; W. A. Givinvited.
cordially
Commander. Harry
5
vertisement, said estray will be sold ens, treasurer.
Curry
Martin, Keeper of
Estray Advertisement
bv this Board for the benefit of the
13
Dona Ana
Notice Is hereby given to whom it owner when found.
Records and Seal
OKMlSTfv
4
Eddy
may concern that the following deBOARD,
SANITARY
CATTLE
10
Grant
FOR SALE 700 head of sheep, Ra- - scribed
with
in
collaboration
May Robson,
estray animal was taken up by
DR. E. L. HAMMOND
BALDY LODGE NO. 77, FRATERNAL
Albuquerque, N. M. Charles T.
11
Guadalupe
fael Gallegos.
Dazey, has written a play,
M. G. Keenan, Springer, N. M.
'11
25,
AMERICA
Meets
first
UNION OF
DENTIST
9
1st pub. Sept 14, last pub. Sept.
Lincoln
called "The Three Lights," which
One small bay horse.
3
and third Wednesdays of each Suite 4, Crockett Building. Has phonei
Luna
FOR SALE New bran at Trambley
of heredity in
Branded
with
deals
the
R1
subject
Estray Advertisement
f
On left shoulder
6
Roller Mills, 1215 Mora avenue.
McKlnley
month at Fraternal Brotherhood
1
a harmonious way. The play Is to be
at office and residence.
is hereby given to whom
Notice
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near
the
York
in
hall. A. E. Hayward, F. M.; W.
in
New
produced
de
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following
On left hip
may concern that
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FOR SALE Legal blanks of all de- future.
Secretary. Visiting memATTORNEYS
Said animal being unknown to this scribed estray animal was taken up by
'
11
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seals
and
bers
Quay
cordially invited.
scriptions. Notary
A. Chandler. Cimarron, N. M.
t.
unless
or
claimed
owner
Board,
on
16
by
Rio Arriba
ords at The Optlo office.
One gray horse 16 years
Geo. H- Hunker
Elsie Leslie, who used to be "Little
before Oct. 5, 1911, said date being 10
Chester A. Hunker
7
Roosevelt
15
hands.
FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD, NO.
900
lbs.,
old,
and
days after lost appearance of this ad
"The
Prince
Lord
Fauntleroy,"
HUNKLR & HUNKER
10
Sandoval
102 Meets every Monday night at
FOR SALE Improved ranch, 160
Branded
said estray will be sold
the Pauper" and other Juvenile heroes,
6
San Juan
On left shoulder
acres undo- - Cornfield reservoir, also vertisement,
Attorney at Law
their hall in the Schmidt building,
is a real grown up leading lady now
this Board for the benefit of the
30
Las Vegas
New Mexico
San Miguel
10 acres under Irrigation, both close by
at
Fountain
west
of
. eight
Square,
owner when found.
and has the part of Lady Clarlsso In
Branded
17
corFe
Santa
are
in. WrttQ or phono T. T. Turner.
members
o'clock.
VlsUlng
On left hip
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
"Disraeli."
S
Sierra
dially welcome. E. E. Gehrlng, presiSaid animal being unknown to uu
Albuquerque, N. M.
MASS AUK
17
Socorro
or
on
owner
dent; Mrs. Emma D. Burks, Secreclaimed
by
unless
1st pub. Sept 14, last pub. Sept 25, '11 Board,
13
Taos
C.
10
Treasurer.
Pally,
tary;
hpforn Oct 5. 1911. said date being
MRS. OLL1E SHEARER
8
Torrance
days after last appearance of this ad
Estray Advertisement
Masseuse and Midwife
sold
14
be
will
Union
FOR TIENT A new modern five room
said
estray
Notice Is hereby given to whom It vertisement,
J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 545, Residence Phone
Main 30$
15
brick cottage. Inquire 902 Third St. may concern that the following de- by this Board for the benefit of the
Valencia
I. O. of B. B. Meets every first Tues- Massage parlor Phone
75
.Vegas
to
scribed estray animal was taken up by owner when found.
In Las Vegas Thursdays, Fridays
day of the month in the vestry
FOR RENT Cheap, rooms for stu- Fred Valdez, Cimarron, N. M.
303
Total
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
rooms of Temple Montefiore at 8 and Saturdays.
dents. See Cutler Bros., 614 LinIt is recommended that in event the
Albuquerque, N. M.
One black: and white spot
o'clock p. m. Visiting brothers are
11
coln avenue.
25,
same
not
dele
last
elected
are
ted horse, 900 lbs., 15 hands.
14,
pub. Sept.
1st pub. Sept
deelgates
Isaac Appel,
cordially invited.
Branded
gates to the judicial and legislative
Charles Greenclay, SecFoley's Kidney Remedy (Liquid)
On left hip
President;
Igfl
Advertisement
iFOR RENT Three furnished rooms
same
district conventions that the
Estray
Is a great medicine of proven value
Said animal being unknown to this
It
whom
to
retary.
la
Notice
given
hereby
:for light housekeeping, electric
basis be used in the election of such
One way colonist tickets on
for both acute and chronic kidney
Board, unless claimed by owner on or may concern that the following de'lights, hot water. 923 Gallinas.
district delegates and that such con
and bladder ailments. It is especial15
sale
was
taken
to
up
by
animal
daily, September
before Oct. 5, 1911, said date being 10 scribed estray
ventions shall be called and held, af- RED MEN Meet in Fraternal Broth- ly recommended to elderly people for
October 15, 1911, inclusive,
days after last appearance of this ad H. H. Harrington, Hillsboro, N. M.
cow,
FOR RENT Five room furnished
face
mottled
red
One
ter the state convention, at such time erhood hall the sleep of he fourth its wonderful tonic and reconstructive
from
vertisement, said estray will be sold
qualities, and the permanent relief
cottage. Thlrty-sl- x
and place as may be agreed upon by
chickens, old by this Board for the benefit of the 5 years old.
Thursday of each month, eighth and comfort it gives them.
O. G.
Las Vegas, N. M.
Branded
:and young, for sale.
618 Grand owner when found.
commitof
the
chairmen'
central
the
thirtieth breath. Visiting Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.
LA
run,
On left shoulder
few
a
.shown
or phone Main 428.
Only
tees of the several counties compos
points
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
below. For fares to other
ing the respective districts mentioned.
Albuquerque, N. M.
Ear mark
points and information as to
or in default of agreement by said
1st pub. Sept 14, last pub. Sept. 25, '11
the liberal stopover privileges
Said atllmal being unknown to this
chairmen, by a majority of the dele
accorded, phone, write or see
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
gates elect to such district conven
Estray Advertisement
10
the undersigned.
date
said
Oct.
before
5,
1911,
being
Notice la hereby given to whom it
tion.
after lact appearance of this ad
PERFECTION pocket adding machine
Los Angeles
concern that the follewlng de- days
It Is further recommended that the
vertisement, said estray will be sold
latest invention, Jlghtning seller, may
scribed
animal
was
San
Francisco
taken
the
this
republican
benefit
of
Board
for
estray
the
county conventions in and
by
up
by
hlg profits. H. & H. Sales Co., M. G. Keenan,
owner when found.
for the several counties, for the nomi
San Diego
Springer, N. M.
Clinton, Iowa.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
One roan mare, 9 or 10
nation
of county officers, be held af
Pasadena
Albuquerque, N. M.
years, 750 lbs., 13 hands.
ter
the
state convention.
'11
1st
25,
14,
last
AGENTS Make big profits selling
pub. Sept
pub. Sept.
Redlands
Branded
H. O. BURSTJM, Chairman,
our guaranteed made to measure
Sacramento
On left shoulder
JOSE D. SENA, Secretary.
A Great Advantage to Worklngmen
clothes, Complete sample outfit
Santa Barbara
J. A. Maple, 125 S. 7th S., Steuben-vllle- ,
PHONE MAIN 227
with Instructions Bent free to you.
Branded
O., says: "For years I "suffered
Phoenix
Beware of Ointments for Catarrh that
On
left
Previous experience not needed.
hip
bladfrom weak
and a severe
'Contain Mercury
Said animal being unknown to ihis der trouble. kidneys
Write today. Huntington Tailoring
I learned of Foley Kidas mercury will surely destroy the
unless
claimed by owner on or ney Pills and their wonderful cures so
Board,
Tonopah
Co., Chicago.
sense of smell and completely derange
before Oct. 5, 1911, said date being 10 I began taking them and sure enough
the whole system when entering
Guaymas
days after last appearance of this ad I had as good results as any I heard
through the mucous surfaces. Such
Mexico City
articles should never be used except
vertisement, said estray will be sold about. My backache left me and to
on prescriptions from reputable physi
As usually treated, a sprained an by this Board for the benefit of the one of my business, expressman, that
Tourist
Through
alone Is a great advantage. My kidcians, as the damage they will do Is
kle will disable a man for three or owner when found.
neys acted free and normal, and that
ten fold to the good you can possibly
Sleepers
four weeks, but by applying ChamberSANITARY BOARD.
now
CATTLE
me
a
lot of misery. It is
saved
derive from them.
Hall's Catarrh
lain's Liniment freely as soon as the
to
run
California
on
daily
a
to
to
work where it used
pleasure
Cure, manufactured by F. J. Cheney
Albuquerque, N. M.
injury Is received, and observing the
Fe
Santa
fast
trains., They
& Co., Toledo, O., contains no merdirections with each bottle, a cure can 1st pub. Sept 14, last pub. Sept. 25, '11 be a misery. Foley Kidney Pills have
have large dressing room for
cured me and have my highest
cury, and Is taken internally, acting
be effected in from two to four days.
women and smoking room for
O. G. Schaefer
and Red
upon the blood and mucous
praise."
directly
'For sale jy all druggists.
Advertisement
Estray
In buying
surfaces of the system.
men. Electric lighted. EfficiNotice la hereby given to whom It Cross Drug Co.
Hall's Catarrh Cure be sure you get
conent
Pullman
deand
concern
the
that
porter
following
may
the genuine. It is taken Internally
scribed estray animal was taken up by
ductor in charge. Harvey
and made in Toledo, Ohio, by F. J.
For bowe! complaints in children H. T. Miller, Hollene, N. M.
Before You Reach the Limit
meals served the best in the
Cheney & Co. Testimonials free.
One heifer, about 3 years of physical endurance and while your
Classified ads. search out the people to whom among all
always give Chamberlain's Colic, Choworld.
Sold by Druggists. Price, 75c per
Personally conducted
lera and Diarrhoea Remedy and castor old, about 600 lbs.
condition Is still curable, take Foley
of
those
who MIGHT BUY the particular thing is worth most.
bottle.
excursions
are
run
three
oil. It is certain to effect a cure and
Branded
Kidney Pills. Their quick action and
Take Hall's Family Pills for Constitimes a week.
when reduced with water and sweetenOn left ribs
positive results will delight you. For
That property you want to sell is WORTH MOST to somepation.
ed is pleasant to take. No physician
backache, nervousness, rheumatism,
Branded
can prescribe a better remedy. For
one who reads the ads. in this newspaper and would never
and all kidney, bladder and urinary
On left hip
troubles. O. G. Schaefer and Red
.sale by all druggists.
hear of your property unless it were advertised here.
Common Colds Must be Taken
Cross Drug Co.
Ear mark
Seriously
Others, who read and answer ads. in this newspaper want
For unless cured they sap the vitality
more
to
and
resistance
vital
lower
Said
the
animal being unknown to this
(and are anxious to find and pay cash for)"books, automobiles,
Digestion and Assimilation
serious infection. Protect your chil'It is not the quantity of food taken Board, unless claimed by owner on or Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
used machinery and furniture, articles of usefulness of any
dren and yourself by the prompt use
"out the amount digested and assimi- before Oct 5, 1911, said date being 10 Still retains Its high place as the best
sort, and musical instruments.
of Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
lated that gives strength and vitality days after last appearance of this ad- household remedy for all coughs and
and not Its quick and decisive results.
to the system. Chamberlain's Stomach vertisement, said estray will be sold colds, either for children or grown
As the classified ads. are read by all possible buyers, of all
For coughs, colds, croup, whooping
sand Liver Tablets invigorate the stom- by this Board for the benefit of the persons. Prevents serious results from
cold.
a
owner
Take
found.
when
of
the
the
affections
and
Foley's
bronchitis
to
genuine
L.
D.
them
only
and
enable
liver
ach
and
perpossible sorts of things, they have come to be the finders of the
Batcheler, Agent cough,
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
Honey and Tar Compound, and refuse
throat, chest and lungs it is an ever
form their functions naturally. For
best markets I
Las Vegas, N. M.
substitutes. O. G. Schaefer and Red
Albuquerque, N. M.
ready and valuable remedy. O. G.
sale by all druggists.
1st pub. Sept 14, last pub. Sept 25, '11 Cross Drug Co.
Co.
Cross
Schaefer and Red
Drug
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THE AEROPLANE

BUG

IS ROWOISCOVERED
QUEER

INSECT

LOOKS AND ACTS

LIKE A FLYING MACHINE;
HAS HORNS AND TAIL
Hoston, Sept, 15. The aeroplane
bug Is the latest thing. Cliftondale

has produoed it, and William Meader,
amateur taxidermist, has the honor
of having revealed its existence.
Meader came on the strange insect
In his garden. So far as he baa been
able to ascertain from a study of
"bug" boohs, nobody ever knew of
the insect before, and therefore he
has christened It the aeroplane bug.
It measures five inches from head
to tip of tall. It has six legs, each
of an inch in length,
The first section of the legs ia of a
light brown color, and the second of
a brilliant green tint., The body, resembles the color of the small branch
es of a grape vine.
Its head is the size of a small shot;
and the bag has two little coal black
eyes. Two red feelers, each two in
ches long, extend from the side of
each eye. On the tall are horns about
an eighth of an inch long.
u somewuat resemoies an aero
plane both in struture and flight
three-quarte-

Is the demand for the garment
workers' label.
During the last ten years. nearly
ten taouBrid cracker bakers have
been eliminated from the trade union
movement through the tactics of th
cracker trust, which is said to be
financed by the same men lntereste-in the steel trust .
An agreement has been concluded
by the theater managers and the
theatrical Stage Employes' union of
Toronto, Ont, as the result of which
the members of the union will ( receive a uniform average increase 'lu
wages, amounting to 25 per cent.
The workmen's compensation laws
of California and Wisconsin went
into effect on September 1. They
make the employers liable ofr any Injury sustained by an employe In the
performance of his duty, abolish the
contributory negligence and fellow
servant defenses in actions for damages brtought by injured employes
and provide for a system of compulsory industrial insurance. In Wisconsin,' nearly one hundred industrial
concerns have already signified their
acceptance of the law.

"I have a world of confidence in
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy for I
have used It with perfect success,"
writes Mrs. M. I. Basford, Poolesvllle,
Md. For sale by all druggists.
v

CASH DONATIONS TO
HOSPITAL

W. G. Haydon
Mrs. Davis
Ludwlg W. Ilfeld

S.00
6.00
5.00
5.00
25.00
25.00
25.00
20.00
15.00
15.00
15.00
15.00

C.H. Bally
Boucher
F. Harvey
A Friend
A. A. Jones
J. D. W. Veeder
D. J. Leahy
C. D.

S. B. Davis,
M M. Sundt
K. G. Coorg

Jr
.

Fifty Years Kqo
The titantic struggle between the North and
South was being waged. The
of this greatest of all modern wars
makes everything pertaining to it of peculiar interest at the present time, and a
stirring Civil War story is particularly
appropriate now. It is for that reason we
have arranged to print:
semi-centenn-

ial

f
y Lady
lMFtffo-

tit

two-third-

-

By RANDALL PARR1SH
Author

of 'Bob Hampton of Placer," ' 'Keith

Tampa, Fla., has 10,000 cigar
makers.
Beginning May 1, 1912, Cleveland
lathers will receive ?5 per day.
Toronto, Canada, labor men enter
municipal contests next January.
Some of the diamond "cleavers" of
Amsterdam receive as much as $120
per week.
The Building Trades Council of Los
Angeles is conducting a free employment bureau.
The average age at which factory
employes begin work in Hungary and
Spain is ten years.
Boston Stationary Firemen's union
has established a school for members
in general steam engineering.
The city council of Murphysboro, III.
passed a resolution giving preference
to union labor on all city work.
Nearly 60 per cent of the steel trusi
employes are foreign born, and nearly
s
of these are of the Slavic
race.
Since 1878 the Cigarmakers' International Union has paid out in sick,
death, strike and out of work benefits more than $7,000,000.
The Flench minister of labor and
social thrift has instituted a perma
nent committee for studying the in
dications of approaching periods of
1 industrial unemployment.
The United Association of Plumbers, by an agreement entered into
without friction, has established the
eight hour day at Springfield, O. This
makes nine crafts in the city now en- Joying the shorter work day.
Activity In trade union movements
continues all over Germany, lu
nearly all cases the men are winning, and a steady all around ad
vance both in the reduction of hours
and In the increase of wages is prac,
tically certain.
In Los Angeles, Calif., the Garment Workers' union has more thai
doubled its membership within tin
last year and practically every union
garment worker is employed, so great

of the Border," 'etc

This is the greatest of all the great historical stories
Mr. Parrish has given to American readers. It is

.

a swift, intense, adventurous romance, with some

mystery, as much action as is possible to crowd
into one story, plenty of realism of what may be
termed the romantic variety, and a glow which will
enlist your sympathies as, well as your attention.
On as black a night as any daring soldier could ask, a cavalry
captain rode out from the Army of Northern Virginia to
carry certain dispatches from General Lee through the Union
Lines. The officer is Captain Philip Wayne, and a gallant
Virginian in every sense of the word. He is at once plunged
from one dangerous adventure into another, and the dashing
will keep you enthusiastic
style in which he describes them
effort
to keep up.
in
breathless
your
and fairly

The ladles who are soliciting for
Las Vegas hospital are meeting with
great success and every indication
points to the success of their financial
campaign to raise $3,000. The list
of cash donations to date follow:
San Miguel Bank
$200.00
100.00
First National Bank
100 00
Gross, Kelly & Co
100.00
Charles Ilfeld Co
50.00
Max Nordhaus
D. Winternitz
. 30.00
25.00
Plaza Trust Co
25.00
J. H. Stearns
25.00
Frank Gehring
25.00
Mercantile Co
25.00
Graaf & Hay ward...,
25.00
E. Rosenwald & Son
25 00
Crystal Ice Co
25.00
C. Wiegand
20.00
Appel Bros
15.00
W. 53. Gortner
15.00
Chas. A. Spiess
15.00
Elmer E. Veeder
15.00
Stern & Nahm
10.00
Bacharach Bros
10.00
Brown & Manzanares
.... 10.00
A Friend ......
10.00
Mrs. J. M. Cunningham.......
10.00
Louis Ilfeld
10.00
John A. Papen..
10.00
H. Friedman
10.00
E. G. Murphey
10.00
Rosenthal Furniture Co
10.00
Will Springer
7.00
Mrs. John Clark
10.20
Minnie Thompson
6.50
John Shank
5.00
John A. Ross.
5.00
Kate Wright
5.90
Chas. Rosenthal
6.00
Mrs. Gohlke
5.00
Vogt & Lewis

Schaefer
Perry Onion
Mr3. Treverton
Earickson & Sabln
W. Koogler
Pete Roth
Lumber Co
Jose Baca
El Dorado
Mr. Anderson
R. L. M. Ross
Gus Lehmann
New Optic
Mr. Freize
Ida Laird
O. G.

2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.09

'

2.00
2.00
2.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.60
1.50
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

.V

'

Chinaman
Cash

J. Wood

E. C. de Baca...1
E. S. Lewis
R. Devlne
C. S. Brown
N. Fontaine

Frank Strass
Jacobs
Ed Thlas
Mrs. M. R, Williams
Mr. Randolph
E. E. Johnson
V. Jones
Hoffman & Graubarth

'..

Maloof

Tucumcari
Arthur Senecal
Miss Anna Rleve
Calloway & Lowe
Juan Ortega
Mrs. Treverton
Cash
J. K. Martin
R. R. Larkin
F. Rubio
D. C. de Baca. .'

B. T. Mills

Winters Drug
C. H. Schirmer
Mrs. Benjamin
Danzieer Bros.

5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
6.00
5.00

Co

Chas. O'Malley
Mrs. R. Flint
Graaf Dry Goods Co
T. Johnson
C. V. Hedgcock
Montgomery Bell

...

5.00
6.00
5.00
6.00

'

Frank Vaughn
Mrs. Monsimer
Mrs. Lee
Joe Ortega
Gordon
J. A. Taichert
Mr. Foster
Mr. Palmer ,
W. Doll
Geo. Smith

Anderson Taylor
C. H. Stewart
Mr. Freeman
Cecil Boucher

McMillan
5.00 T. Mortimer

;

Anlceta Baca
Harold Cohn
Bat Fram
Pilar Abeyta
Bonifacio Mares
NIsson and Sackman.,
Miss Rowland
Las Vegas Steam Laundry....
Mrs. D. W. Wean
William Frank

You Will Not Want to Miss a Single Line of the
Story and We Strongly Advise You to

20c

per

IOC

lb,

Surplus

Capital Paid in

J. M.

$50,000.00

CUNN1NQHAM,

QLS

President

701

3

'o"

D. T. HOSKINS. Cashier

LAS VEGAS

Interest Paid on Time Deposits

Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
and Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vegas
Office

MIND

Douglas Avenue.

YOUR. SAVINGS

"Take care of the pennies and the dollars will take
care of themselves" is just as trite now as ever. You
can't "mind your savings" by tucking them away in some
obscure corner. What is needed is

A SAVINGS

ANGOLA
RANSLEY ,
Sizes 12 to ia In
FRONT2J4IN.

'

ALWYN
12 toI9'4In.
Front 2Im.

Sizes

Back 14 In.

ALTMORE
Sizes II to I8!4In
Front

In.
Back I A In.
1)4

to
Sizes
Front
11

I

mn.
In.

Back IHIn.

Brand Water-'proo- f
Victor Brand Waterproof Collars and Cuffs; Llthold
Collars and Cuffs; National Brand Waterproof Collars and
All styles.
Cuffs.
Las Vegas,
Distributors
N. M.

12

? INTEREST

fr'1

9

2 3

I

MO

III

UNUTILIZED

CAPACITY

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
2.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
.50
.60
.50
50
50
.50
50
.60
.60
50
60
60
.50
50
.50
50
.60
60
26
25
25
25
25

5.00
6.00
16.75
6.00
2.00

:..

BANK

like this one. It's at your disposal to deposit either dimes
or dollars. The savings habit leads on andjup to the palace of wealthdom. The habit grows and'the sensation is
a pleasing one.

LAS VEGAS SAVINGS BANK

A

-

UTILIZED

J

"'CAPACITY

t

Traffic Chart of Western Union,
and Direct U. S. Cable
Business, Showing Capacity of the Cables and the Proportion Now Utilized.
Anglo-Americ-

Proposed Modification of
Existing Arrangements
- A provisional modification of an
arrangement which has existed for
many years has been reached between
the Western Union Telegraph Com
Cable
pany, The
Company and the Direct U. S. Cable
Company, under which the cable systems of these companies now worked
exclusively in business connection
with each other, but operated and
maintained separately, will be operated in direct physical connection
with each other and with the Western
Union land system.
Two objects are to be attained by
this arrangement
Firtt, morm efficimnt and mconomi-ca- t
,
operation,
Second, the introduction of new
form of tervice to the advantage of
the public.

be obtained, demand direct cable cir- cuits between principal centres of the
two sides of the Atlantic, as well as
special circuits devoted to special

business.

Anglo-Americ-

The Trans-Atlant..

Efficient Service Requires
Sufficient Facilities

Cable
....

ic

Situation ana competition
cable situation
The

trans-Atlant-

ic

is as follows :
The Mackay group of seven ca- bles, including the German cables,
owned by or worked in physical con- nection with the telegraph lines of
company form one system.
The French cables comprise an in- -

dependent system, using both the
Western Union and the Mackay land
lines for their United States connec- tion.
In competition with these is the
Western Union group of cables, eight
in all, owned by three separate com- are Bnusn
panics, two ot wnicn
companies owning five of the eight
cables,
Two only

To meet these requirements It is
essential not only that there be at all
times sufficient cable facilities, under
one control, but that they should be
operated interchangeably with each
other nd in close physical connec
tion with land lines as one system.
Ample spare facilities are necessary
to provide against the very frequent
cable interruptions.
Neither the Western Union nor any
one of the comoanies of the Western'
Union group has, independently of the
others, facilities enough to handle
the business which at times any one
company might be called upon to take
care of, because of some particular:
rush of business, or because of some
cable interruption. Nor could any one
company furnish all the direct circuits
at
necessary for efficient service,
though the combined facilities of
these companies are ample if they
could be used supplementary to each
other and interchangeably.
elch company operates it
As jt
own cables through separate and dis- tinct offices and under separate and
di8tinct management. All interchange
of business is by actual transfer of the
business from one company to the
otheri with the consequent delay and
interruption of a service in wnicn
seconds are valuable.

of the British owned
cablet terminate in the United State
and all of them are entirely depenWeek-en- d
dent on the Western Union for their Daily and
Cable Letters
with
connection
any telegraph system,
or for their reaching any centre o"( So soon as the proposed arrange
business, and are now worked exclu- ment goes into effect, the Western
sively, so far as business is concerned, Union purposes, with the consent of
with the Western Union.
the British Post Office Department,
to introduce at least two new features

Efficiency Increased,
Waste Prevented

The proposed arrangement between
the Western Union, the
and the Direct U. S. companies
will bring the eight cables of the three
companies under one operating control. The consequent increase in
effectiveness and economy will place
the Western Union in a position to
offer certain advantages in cable
service not now enjoyed by the public.
The other way open to enable
the Western Union to make such im- provements and introduce such new
services as it proposes to do, would
This would
be to lay new cables.
seem to be the height of folly.
of the existing trans- cost of
Atlantic cable facilities at
many millions, when there are more
than ample facilities for all business,
would put an unnecessary financial
burden upon an already fully burdened
business and would probably postpone
the reduction of rates or introduction
of new services.
Anglo-Americ-

ic

the

deferred rate

DAIL Y CABLE LETTER

and the

CABLE LETTER
very low rate for cable service
only. This will enable the public to
save the six to eight days consumed in
the
passage of mails.
WEEK-EN- D

at a

trans-Atlant-

ic

Monopoly of Cable
Business Impossible:
There is no cable monopoly pos- Thp three RVRtems the
Western Union, the French and the
Macitaywill continue to exist,
The Mackay Companies is a
.
with no physical
organization
aiVil

P!1

S8c?"

ownership, lease or
f

owning land lines and cables which
ke UP th?
thls control all the
one system to great
Pate.d

w8y."f?S

be given by these same companies
if operated separately.
The French cables form another

system.
The Western Union System, under
the proposed arrangement for one
operating control over the present
segregated units, will be enabled to
make two distinct advances in the
cable business:
BETTER SERVICE. Thiswillbe
,1
insured by more efficient and economical working resulting from single
direction over the operations of both
cables and land lines.
a PUBLIC ADVANTAGES.
The
greater part of the cable capacity has
now
will
is
It
unutilized.
and
been
continue to lie dormant and unutilized
under existing conditions ana traai- tions. The Western Union purposes
to make these wasted facilities useful
to the public by means of new kinds,

Owing to the difference in time, there
are only a few business hours of the
day common to both sides and during
these hours at least 75 of the cable
business is done. This is demonstrated by the accompanying chart.
In the interests of international
business nothing should be done to
interfere in any way with the
flash or instantaneous service, and
the lines should be kept clear to ac
commodate such messages during the
few business hours common to both
countries ; but to continue to connne
the cables to this class of service, as
at present, will utilize only about 25 'o
of the existing capacity of millions of
property and places on that limited of cable service.
service all the capital, maintenance
in addition, the Western Union in- and operating charges.
tends to nationalize its land lines by
The limited time and the character opening them to all
of the business, if best results are to cable companies.
trans-Atlant-

FRANK SPRINGER, Vice President

AGUA PURA COMPANY
Famous

II

trans-Atlant-

RETAIL PRICES
.'. 25c per 100 lbs
30c per 100 lbs
0c per 100 Ibe
50c per 100 Ibe

lO

As at present carried on, the
cable business is practically

$100,000.00

2,000 lb, or More, Each Delivery
1,000 ibe. to 2,000 lbs Each Delivery
200 Ibe. to 1,000 Ibe., Each Delivery ..'
50 Ibe. to 200 Ibe., Each Delivery rt
Leas Than 60 Ibe., Earn Delivery

8 9

12

Limited Business Hours
and Idle Facilities

Watch for the Opening Chapter

2

12

10

NEW YORK TIME

5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
3.00
3.00
2.50
2.50
2.00
2 00

L. Cooloy
fudge E. V. Long
Duncan & Brown
O. L. Gregory
Chas. Greenclay
Geo. H. Hunker

O.

8

5.0C

.VI

M.

Ml

TIME

LONDON

t I23l4-f567-

10

15.00
10.00
10.03
10.00

Mr. Closson

'

CabSe Busebigss

15.0
:

Cheater Hunker
E. J. Tanrert
Dr. F. E. Oine7
Henrietta C. Lucas
Frank Bopo
Lydla McNalr
M. Greenberger

M. Biehl

LABOR NOTES

jTranG-AttBaR&- G

ic

trans-Atlant-

THE WESTERN
New York, Sept. 1st,

UNION

Theo.

1911.

Mrs. E. C. Ward
R. A. Prentice
Mrs. Prentice
Mrs. P. B. January
Mrs. Frank Eckhart
T. H. Moen
W. G. Ogle
K. D. Goodall

Center Block Drug Store ..
Red Cross Drug Store .........
I George H. Kinkel

TELEGRAPH

COMPANY

N. Vail,

3.00 Charles Tamme
3.00 Las Vegas Transfer Co
1.00 D. W. Condon
3.00 W. W. Smith

10.00
10.00
18.M
10.00
10.00
5.00
5.00

ic

President
5.00
10.00-

10.00'
5.0O

Mrs. Laura C, Witten
T. W. Smith
Martinez Pub. Co
Simpklns Brothers
Crawford
This list is to be continued,
week.

1.00
1.O0)

1.00

1.00
.25
this)

t.

e

EIGHT

LA

LOCAL NEWS

Among our list
of

Isn't that draft beer fine at the
-

Opera Bar?
Hot lunch every morning
o'clock at the Opera Bar.

Vcgetablec
we will have

Excellent meals, cleanliness and
eeonomy make regular customers out
of transients at the White Kitchen.

Froah Concord Grapoo
I

BO

The regular weekly stage to Har
vey's will go out tomorrow morning.
Prospective passengers should leave
notice at Murpheys.

cents

The Store That's Always Busy

I H
I II

I

Screened and Lump Raton CerrMos

j

COAL AND WOOD
WHOLESALE AIID RETAIL

j
I

Steam Coal Sawed Wood and Kindling

Anthracite Coal all sizes

i
t

otMmln

Q0

fijm

10

Fieh's Golden Weddlnz Rye. aeed
In the wood. Direct from distillery
to you. At the Lobby, of course.

Large Shipment of
Per basket

at

Try a dram' Of Old Taylor bourbon
at the Opera Bar. Serred from bar
rels on the bar.

Por Saturday

C O ii D O H

Pho

Mmtn

"

ESTABLISHED 1876

The

First National

Bank.

OF

Las Vegas, New Mexico
First National Bank Building,

There will be a dance at Mackel's
opera house tonight for the benefit
of the ladles' altar guild of the
Church of Our Lady of Sorrows.
The territorial board of education
met today at the capital in Santa Fe
for the purpose of looking over the
certification of teachers, and passing
on the qualifications of the county
school superintendents.

The time is here" and the up to
date young man is on time to the
minute and he is particular about the
style and quality he wants.- - We
have received the classiest line in
and dress
bats, shirts, neckwear
shoes at Talchert's,
the leader of
fashion, Douglas avenue.
H. E. Finney, the piano tuner, was
in Albuquerque
seriously injured
Wednesday afternoon when the front
wheel" of his bicycle was caught In
the car track and he was thrown to
the ground. Mr. Finney received a
bad gash over his left eye and wai
unconscious for a short time. Mr.
Finney will be able to continue his
work In a short time. He is an old
soldier and his headquarters are in
Las Vegas.
., This morning at an assembly of the
entire body of Normal students George
Fitzslmmons, secretary of the Y. M.
C. A., presented a prize to Francis
Feat, the young son of Dr. F. T. B.
Fest. Young Fest is the student
member of the Y. Mj C. A. having the
best record at the Normal last year.
The prize consisted of two beautiful
pieces of jewelry, one a gold watch
fob and the other a pin, both with the
association emblem raised upon them.
Mr. Fitzslmmons offered this prize at
'
the beginning of the last year of
school and, as it was unable to determine whom the winner was at the
close of the session, the presentation
was not made until this morning.
This offer of Mr. Fitzslmmons has
done much to encourage: scholarship

'

Sixth Street

JEFFERSON RAt"NOLDS, fresident
E. D. RAYNOLDS, - - - Cashier
HALLETT RAYNOLDS, As't Cashier
General Banking Business transacted.
Interest paid on Time Deposits.
Issues Domestic and Foreign Exchange.
A

Our Pride Flour
Chop

'

.

,

.

Can be made easy
by sending us your.
Wool Blankets, Lace
Curtains, Rugs, etc.
It will dave you a lot
of bother to have
them taken away and
brought back ready
for use. And the

Choice

arm nil Kinas ot urain.
and Alfalfa at

nav

Roller Miles.!

Cooking Apples
75c and 1.00 per box

Eating Apples 5c per pound
Little Red June Apples
7 pounds for
25c
Very Cohice Large Peaches 2 pounds for
Plums.

Phone Main 131

3

2

40-5- 0

pour

for

'

Blue-Gray-

stripe-weave-

GREENBERGER'S
.

The Home of

PURE

Clothes

mm

ft

ftp

Mr. Merchant.
Are you taking ad-

vantage of our
low flat rate window lighting ?
A well

lighted
show window sells
the goods.

Las Vegas! Light

driver. .

and 75c per box

Las Vegas Steam
Laundry

;

THINGS TO EAT

OH,

GRAPES

Mr.

&

Power Co,

TOKAY GRAPES

GRAPES

New Mexico
Honey

One lady thought we didn't cany Linoleum. On the
contrary out lioqleumr.room shows a mighty com'

plete stock from" the' very lowest prices to the finest
'
grade made.
Good linoleum" Is made of cork and oil. It wears well
and makes a noiseless cushion for walking.
Cover your kitchen floor with good linoleum and notice how miuch'less fired you are in the evening.
'

JUPRTOMATOES
nr Vpifoiarilps nf anvJ kind tfn

Call and see

Ceil'

The Graaf & Hay ward Co. Store

.'

whata

fine Boston

.'v

We Have Always the Best of Everything Eatable

,p.vq rpo

507 Sixth Street
1

oc

Fern you get for $1.00.

,J

,

'

462
'Mi''"-

!'

'L'

U"

' '

tut: Kit,

9-1-

4,

1911.

repute will thrill the crowds for

"Birdmen" of international

thre44vs, Oct.
v

'

p;

and 13.
i

Oiar ham

wa'iWAbfei'.B3akrell

Base Ball Everyi

MaT

11, 12

Stake for 2:12 Pacers
Oct. 13. This stake
'BlPurhWl6ayf Friday
Durham

$iooo "L
to be raced

ion.
Coffee

ANNUAL HOLIDAY

CURTISS AVIATION MEET
Glenn H. Curtiss, Director

at
..MbnM..'

JP hon,y,51e.in

Iflllll

New Mexico State Fair Albuquerque Oct.

;

coui.(e icon ils vuq

SON

&

C. M4fiHNSEN

THE PEOPLE

and

He can no longer.refuse to buy a nice fern for the house.
Our present low'prices on these will force him to buy.

GREEN TOMATOES

Have Linoleum

SIERNTCHBIGA

Fresh California Figs

Tightwad Cornered

"

YES-- We

of

PEACHES

MISSION

Hart,Schaff- ner & Marx

I3B

J.

New Shipment

FREE STONE PEACHES

bay

'
3-

Tobacco Co.

Exciting Horse Races

Feature Upon Feature
Fun by ihe Ton"
Instructive Departments
Special rates on all railroads
John B. McHanus, JSecx-Mn- r
Isaac Barth, Pres.

'

1

;'
;.:

T

The new Weaves, Patterns and
Browns,
Colorings in Grays.
s,
the dressy Blue Sers.
ges in plain and self
Tweeds, Cheviots, Worsteds, the best things from the
best markets in the world.

PEARS

CONCORD

uiTHRs

We Are Now Ready to Show You
Our New Fall Line in All

knowledge of a first class protection
for every emergency is better.
Ask Cutler Brothers,
614 Lincoln Ave. Tel. Main 124.

are very
small.
Phone Main 81 or
give them to our

25c

J. H. STEARNS

You' Bleed

k

tin on

DISCOVERY OF RICH OIL FIELDS
In New Mexico 's good; but the

charges

per box

Necterines
Grapes

25c

pounds for 25c

50c

CLINGSTONE

OP

HART SCHAFFNER & MARXj

s;

Housecleaning

Shorts

BARTLETT

THR HOMR

Your Fall

Bran

Las Vegas

Lost Five postcards in envelope on
Monday The Optio will introduce
Washington avenue, between Fifth to Ha readers "My Lady of the
and Seventh streets. Return to Mrs. North." a charming serial story by
;
A. A. Jones.
Randall Parrlsh. The novel is de
scriptive of the Civil war about which
' Contractor Richard Smith has fin- fading recollections have thrown a
ished the concrete footings and foun- peculiar charm. The historic strugdation on the new opera house being gle is being made the object of much
built by Chris. Wlegand and will be- investigation by writers of ability but
it remained for Mr. Parrish first to
gin the brick work on Monday
embody some of its memorable scenes
into romance. The story is breathThe Minium brothers have just lessly Interesting and the readers of
completed a sign on the window of The Optic are invited to enjoy it.
the Las Vegas Mercantile company
which is a work of art. It is a gold
At a meeting of the committees In
metallic sign and dd much to the charge of the arrangements for the
appearance of the window,
county fair, which was held last even
Jng m the offices of the Electric Light
The republicans of precinct No. 5 and Powef company on Douglas ave-- .
will hold a meeting tonight at the nue, the premium list and program
county court house at 8 o'clock to was approved. This will be publish
elect delegates to the county con- ed In a short time and copies will be
vention, which is to be held on Sep- distributed to the farmers living in
tember 23. A large attendance is
all parts of San Miguel and Mora
counties. The Lbs Vegas merchants
responded liberally to the request for
A committee of business men hare prizes and offered a magnificent list
taken it upon themselves to raise of articles, which will be well apprethe money necessary, to keep the ciated by those exhibitors who are
Maroons together and send them to given awards. The affairs of the fair
the state fair at Albuquerque. They are progressing nicely and there Is
have been working on the matter for every Indication the exhibition will
two days anvd1 tonight will decide be a
complete success.
whether or not the Maroons will
' A. W.
make the trip to the Duke City.
Green, president of the Na
tional Biscuit company, and party of
Marriage licenses were issued yes- friends and relatives passed through
terday afternoon at the court house here yesterday afternoon on a cross
to Adelaida Archuleta, aged 20, and
country tour In Mr. Green's private
Serafln Sanchez, aged 21, of Chupa-dero- car "Constitution.''
The party left
and Lola V. Baca, aged 21, New York City on September 7 and
ot Las Vegas, and Cornelius R. San- has traveled across the country on a
doval of San Isidoro. The latter regular schedule, visiting all places
couple were married this morning in of interest The party went to Chi
the Church of Our Lady of Sorrows. cago over the New York Central
lines on a special train, the National
It is but a matter of a day or so Biscuit Special, the same train caruntil the bridge at San Jose will be rying; them to Kansas City after a
completed. At the present it is In day in the Lake City. At Kansas
such shape that tourists can cross
City where the company has recently
and only the finishing touches re- erected a $1,000,000 factory the party
main to be added. As soon as the was
given a grand reception and
Structure is completed, which will elaborate banquet There they spent
be Monday, work will be begun on three
days touring around the city
the bridge at the Arroyo 1'ecos cross- and "surrounding country. Between
ing on the Los Alamos road.
the time they left Kansas City and
their arrival here they stopped in
While in training for the three- Topeka and Hutchinson, Kan. The
eighth mile run on the Amusement next stop was in Santa Fe today
park track this morning, Secundlno where they visited the capital of the
Romero's beautiful mare "Belle R" new state. After a day in the Anbroke her left front leg. The vet cient City they will continue their
erinary surgeon in charge thinks he Journey across the state and on to
may be able to save the animal, and the Pacific coast. They expect to
this will be done if possible. The reach San Francisco September 25,
mare is valued at $1,000. She is a where the car will be placed on a
pet as well as a fast race horse.l
Southern Pacific train and the journey up the coast and the return trip
' The Santa Fe
Employes' Magazine will be begun. The return to New
this York will be made over tbe northern
for September was' "received
morning and is an especially interest lines as far as Kansas City where
ing Issue.' The cover displays a pic tbe same roads as used on the west
ture taken at the aviation meet held ward trip will be traveled. The party
recently In Chicago and shows 10 will reach New York on October 6
All
machines in the air at one time, In just a month after starting.
cluding monoplanes and biplanes of arrangements for the journey were
every type. There is also a picture made by Louis Isselhardt, who Is traf
of the Santa Fe's demonstration train flc manager for the National Biscuit
in this issue showing the different company.
types of cars, engines and machinery
used on the road in the past and
STOCKHOLDERS' MEETING.
present This train is drawn by one
The annual meeting of the stockof the new compound engines.
holders of the A. O. U. W. Real Estate and Investment Co., for the election of directors for the ensuing year,
and the transaction of any other business which may properly come before
the meeting, will be held at the A. O.
U. W. hall on Eighth street, between
Lincoln and Douglas avenues, Tuesday evening, September 18, at 8
o'clock.
N. O. HERMAN, Secy.
'

Always set thV best at Nolette't
barber shop.

Freeh FruiJo and,

A
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